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ABSTRACT
Medical image segmentation is a large field of research with a vast number of potential
solutions for specific applications. Much of the past research has focused on computational
algorithm development, especially as applied to MR images. Segmentation of the human brain is
an important subset of medical image segmentation, and constitutes a large research area within
the field. There has been a lack of research focus on CT images as compared to MR since MR
images provide superior contrast of soft tissues [1]. This is a problem in developing countries
where CT is the primary imaging modality used for medical applications due to the cost
prohibitive nature of MRI. In addition, members of the developing world likely do not have the
computer programming and software skills to implement complicated computational algorithms
that are difficult to use and time consuming. The work presented here attempts to fill this gap by
providing a useful image segmentation tool with an application to CT brain images. Specifically,
the work improves on a previously developed particle filter based edge tracing method to quickly
segment and calculate the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and brain tissue volume of CT images [2].
This work consists of four main parts: 1) Automated thresholding for pixel classification, 2)
automated seed point selection on successive image slices for faster implementation of the tracing
algorithm, 3) an alternative edge tracing algorithm to be used when the particle filter based
method fails, and 4) the development of two easy-to-use graphical user interfaces (GUI)
combining the aforementioned improvements with several user adjustment options and good
visualization of segmentation results. This work focuses on the segmentation of CT images of
infants with post-infectious hydrocephalus (PIH) in sub-saharan Africa. It is in support of an NIH
phase III clinical trial comparing the effectiveness of a new surgical procedure for hydrocephalus
treatment known as Endoscopic Third Ventriculostomy with Choroid Plexus Cauterization
(ETV/CPC) versus the traditional shunting method.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Medical image segmentation is a difficult problem with many different solutions in the
form of algorithms created for specific purposes [3]. There is no one “perfect” solution to the
problem of medical image segmentation due to imperfect image data, differences in imaging
modalities, and the various types of biological organs in the human body. Brain segmentation is
an especially difficult problem and an especially important one as the diagnosis of brain disorders
largely depends on accurate image analysis [4]. One such brain disorder is infant hydrocephalus.
Hydrocephalus is known as “water on the brain”, and occurs when large amounts of CSF are
produced in the brain and stored in the brain ventricles. This large volume of fluid puts pressure
on the brain tissue and requires immediate surgical intervention to reduce the chance of long term
damage. The typical surgical solution seeks to alleviate this problem by insertion of a
ventriculoperitoneal shunt which drains fluid from the ventricles to the abdominal cavity [5]. It
has been shown that the failure rate of this procedure for pediatric hydrocephalus patients is about
40% after one year [6]. In developed countries where medical facilities are available, these
failures can be fixed in a timely manner without great risk of patient death. In developing
countries, such as those in sub-saharan Africa where the rate of post-infectious hydrocephalus is
high, shunt infection and failure can often lead to serious complications and death. A new
procedure has been developed which avoids shunt insertion known as Endoscopic Third
Ventriculostomy and Choroid Plexus Cauterization [7]. The long term outcome of this new
procedure has not yet been quantified. One important quantitative measure for comparing these
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two surgical procedures is the volume of brain tissue and CSF. A phase III NIH clinical trial is
currently being conducted comparing the neurocognitive outcome and volumetric differences
between these two procedures. The motivation of this project is to provide a tool which can build
on previous work to provide a fast and easy method for calculating the volume of brain tissue and
CSF in infants with hydrocephalus as part of an NIH trial comparing the two aforementioned
surgical procedures. It is hoped that the tool developed in this project will also be used in the
future by clinicians to quickly segment brain images of patients with hydrocephalus. This will
provide a valuable aid for clinicians in developing countries when evaluating patients and
assessing patient outcomes.

1.2 The Problem
The segmentation of CSF and brain tissue from Computed Tomography (CT) scans is a
complex problem and there has been a lack of active research on the issue. This is largely due to
the widespread use of Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging for diagnosing brain problems in the
developed world. MR images are capable of showing a wider range of intensity differences and
display better contrast between soft tissues, so most brain image segmentation research has
focused on segmenting MR images as opposed to CT images [1]. In the developing world, CT
scans are used almost exclusively as MRI machines require a prohibitive amount of capital
funding to install and are more expensive to operate. According to a WHO report in 2004, there
were 65 CT scanners and only 9 MRI scanners in all of sub-saharan Africa, excluding South
Africa [8]. Therefore, there is a need in the developing world for software programs capable of
quickly and efficiently segmenting brain tissue and CSF from CT images. The effort of this
research project is to develop an efficient, reliable, fast and automated means of performing this
segmentation. The software program will then be capable of providing the resulting brain tissue
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and CSF volumes, along with a display of the resulting segmented masks for user verification of
segmentation accuracy.
As previously mentioned, the current research is in support of a phase III NIH clinical
trial being conducted in Mbale, Uganda. Volumetric analysis is an extremely important part of
this surgical trial as the brain tissue and cerebrospinal fluid volumes will be correlated with
neurocognitive testing to evaluate the effectiveness of a new surgical procedure compared with a
more traditional procedure [9]. Current methods of brain volume analysis in Uganda involve
estimations based on hand measurements of CT images, and there is no good computer method
for performing this analysis. The segmentation algorithm and resulting software program created
through this project will be utilized for performing accurate volumetric analysis of the CT scans
of patients enrolled in the current surgical trial, and will also serve as a clinical tool for use at the
CURE hospital facility in Uganda.
Previous work on related segmentation efforts resulted in the development of a novel
particle filter based edge tracing method [2]. This method combined with a manual classification
algorithm which produced segmentations of each two dimensional brain image slice to provide
volumetric measurements of brain tissue and CSF. The current work is focused on improving this
previous edge tracing and classification method so that it is further automated and easier for
clinicians to use.

1.3 Summary of Contributions
This research project improved upon a semi-automated segmentation algorithm which
utilized a particle filter based edge tracer. The previous pixel classification method has been
improved by automating the image histogram threshold selection process. An automated seed
point selection algorithm was developed to allow for automatic edge tracing on successive image
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slices. This feature significantly reduces user input and segmentation time. An alternative
tracing method was also developed featuring a deterministic particle spread. This method seeks
to eliminate some of the weaknesses of the particle filter based method so that it can be used in
cases when the particle filter method fails. These features were combined into two useful and
easy-to-use graphical user interfaces (GUI), which allow a user unfamiliar with computer
programming or image processing to quickly segment a CT image stack. The GUIs also
incorporate several user adjustment features, including manual adjustment of classification
thresholds, selection of tracing method, and alteration of the likelihood maps before performing
an edge trace. The traced segmentation results are overlaid on the image slice so that the user can
verify segmentation accuracy before accepting the results. Manual adjustments are also available
in the GUI to improve the edge trace if necessary. These features were created using Matlab,
although using them does not require prior knowledge of the Matlab programming environment.
The following thesis outlines previous segmentation work, development of the current
segmentation algorithm, development of the segmentation GUIs, and ideas for future
improvement of the program.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 CT Image Basics
In order to understand different medical image segmentation procedures, it is helpful to
first understand how the image is generated and what features it has. Since this thesis deals
primarily with segmentation of CT scans, the focus here will be on briefly describing how a CT
image is taken and how it is transferred into the Matlab environment for processing.
A computerized axial tomography (CT) machine applies thousands of beams of X-rays at
multiple angles on an object [10]. These X-ray beams are partially absorbed by the object they
are directed at, and a sensor measures the difference between the initial beam intensity and the
final beam intensity. Denser objects, such as bone, absorb a higher amount of X-ray beams than
less dense objects, such as tissue or air. The ability of an object to absorb certain amounts of Xrays is known as attenuation and each object has a fairly consistent attenuation rate known as its
attenuation coefficient [11]. These attenuation coefficients are converted to a scale known as the
Hounsfield unit (HU) scale. The Hounsfield scale is created by comparing a given object’s
attenuation coefficient to the attenuation coefficient of water. An object in this case is the size of
a pixel which varies between individual scans but is typically in the range of a fraction of a
millimeter.

(2-1)

Each pixel space is assigned a Hounsfield unit according to equation 2-1 where A stands
for the attenuation coefficient. The human eye cannot distinguish between the wide range of
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possible intensities provided in the Hounsfield scale, typical human brightness adaptation allows
for about 256 visible discrete intensities at a time while the Hounsfield scale is comprised of
several thousand possible intensity values [12]. Since the range of Hounsfield units far exceeds
the range of visible intensity differences, if all intensity values are plotted on an image at the
same time, the result is a washed out image with indistinguishable objects. The Hounsfield unit
values of some known biological objects are shown in table 2-1. The values in this table are
useful for windowing the proper range of Hounsfield unit values to allow for better image
contrast. A comparison of a windowed CT image and non-windowed CT image is shown in
Figure 2-1.
Table 2-1: Common Hounsfield unit values for various biological materials [10]

Substance

Hounsfield units

Bone
White matter
Gray matter
Blood
Muscle
CSF
Water
Fat
Air

1000
20 to 30
37 to 45
40
10 to 40
15
0
-100 to -50
-1000
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Figure 2-1. CT scan with no intensity windowing (left) and CT scan windowed between -50 Hu and +200 Hu (right).

Since this project is concerned with only segmenting brain tissue and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), all pixels with Hounsfield values below about -50 Hu and +100 Hu can safely be removed
from analysis. This will be discussed in more detail in section 3.1, and is important in forming
image intensity histograms during the classification process.

2.2 CT Image Segmentation Overview
Medical image segmentation is a difficult problem in which no single solution currently
exists. There are many different methods of segmentation, some of which work better than others
in certain circumstances. For instance, a method used to segment areas of the lung may not
perform well when segmenting areas of the brain. This is due to varying levels of noise, intensity
inhomogeneities, and structural differences between images of these different body areas. Due to
the large number of various medical image segmentation techniques, it is difficult to organize and
review all of the techniques currently used by medical researchers. Several attempts have been
made in literature to provide a general overview of segmentation procedures [13][3][14] and this
report will draw from these reviews to highlight the most applicable methods.
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Image segmentation is defined as a process that separates an image R into n subregions
R1, R2, … Rn so that the union of these various sub-regions constitutes image R [12].

⋃

(2-2)

Once the constraint that all Ri sections of the image be connected is removed, the process
is referred to as pixel classification and each sub-region specified in equation 2-2 refers to
different classes of pixels [3]. Pixel classification is very useful in medical image segmentation
as typically the user is only concerned with localized regions of the image that may or may not be
connected. In the case of brain segmentation, CSF is present in various disconnected parts of the
brain yet it belongs in the same region class since it is the same substance. Classification alone
may not provide desirable image segmentation results though, as it may include regions of a class
that are not desired. For instance, areas of muscle tissue outside of the skull might be classified
as belonging to the tissue class, but this should not be included as part of the brain tissue class for
volumetric analysis. For the purposes of evaluating the volumes of CSF and brain tissue as
needed for the current NIH surgical trial, only two pixel classes are necessary, that of CSF and
brain tissue. MRI scanners are capable of providing more tissue detail resulting in segmentations
of both the gray and white matter in the brain, but CT scanners are not capable of this detail level,
so it is only possible to separate brain tissue from CSF. An example of a brain image with tissue
and CSF regions properly segmented is shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2. Brain image and corresponding segmentation. Tissue is green and CSF is blue

There are three main image related problems to overcome in medical image
segmentation: noise, intensity non-uniformity, and partial volume averaging [13]. Noise can
occur naturally due to equipment limitations and also as the result of subject movement. This
causes certain areas of the image to blur into other regions producing effects such as streaking,
where the lines of different pixel intensities form over the image. Several steps can be taken to
avoid segmentation error due to noise, including use of low pass image filters and the inclusion of
neighborhoods of pixels during the classification process [15]. Intensity non-uniformity refers to
the fact that not all pixels within a given region have the same intensity value. For instance,
although Table 2-1 shows that CSF holds a value of 15 Hu, not all CSF pixels will hold a value of
15 Hu and this value will differ based on image noise, equipment limitations, partial volume
averaging, and general non-uniformity present in biological systems. As will be seen in section
3.1, intensity class regions can be represented well by a Gaussian distribution so that the values
represented in Table 2-1 can be thought of as the approximate means for their respective classes.
Partial volume averaging occurs when pixels contain elements of various classes so that their
intensity level is difficult to classify [13]. A pixel, or voxel when considered in three dimensions,
takes up enough space that it can encompass areas of the brain with multiple classes. The pixel
intensity is an average of the X-ray absorption occurring in the space of the pixel, so if a pixel
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region includes both CSF and tissue, then the resulting pixel intensity will lie in between the CSF
and tissue classes. The best way to deal with this problem is by performing a soft segmentation
where pixels hold membership values of each desired segmentation class [3] [16]. Once a soft
segmentation is performed, a final hard segmentation can be accomplished by assigning the pixel
to a class with its respective maximum membership. The concept of partial volume averaging is
described well by Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: Illustration of partial volume effect. (a) ideal image (b) acquired image [3]

All image segmentation algorithms can be broadly referred to as either supervised or
unsupervised. Supervised algorithms require user interaction throughout the process whereas
unsupervised algorithms require user interaction only at the end to correct errors and verify
results [14]. Withey and Koles [13] provide a better organization of medical image segmentation
algorithms, where procedures are grouped into three generations corresponding to their respective
algorithm complexity and time period of development. In the first generation are simpler
techniques which rely only on gray value intensity levels such as thresholding, region growing,
and edge detection. In the second generation are more complex methods such as statistical
pattern recognition, c-means clustering, deformable models, and automated target tracking for
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edge tracing. These algorithms seek to do a better job at reducing errors caused by the common
problems of noise, non-uniformity, and partial volume averaging than the first generation
algorithms. The third generation of segmentation algorithms is the closest to full automation but
requires a-priori knowledge in the form of shape models, training data, atlas databases, and expert
knowledge.
It is common for different algorithms to be combined for ease of use and improved
accuracy over simply using one procedure [3]. For the current project, previous work had been
performed on a novel particle filter edge tracking algorithm [2], but user interaction was required
for the classification procedure and for the choice of a seed point for tracing on each successive
image slice. It was decided that the particle filter method could be improved through the
implementation of an automated thresholding procedure requiring no a-priori knowledge and
little computing time. This essentially results in combining a first and second generation
algorithm with an intuitive GUI which is simple enough to run on a basic laptop computing
device available in developing countries. The following two sections provide a background of
thresholding and pixel classification methods as well as previous work on automated tracking
algorithms.

2.3 Pixel Classification Methods
A scalar image contains only one measurement at each pixel location, typically an
intensity value [3]. Thresholding is one of the simplest and most effective means of separating
pixel classes in an image based on a scalar measurement such as intensity. For images whose
intensity histogram presents well defined peaks separated by valleys, thresholding is typically a
good segmentation choice. In its simplest form, segmentation is achieved through thresholding
by assigning all pixels with an intensity below the selected intensity threshold to one pixel class
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and all pixels above the threshold to another class. If there are more than two classes present in
an image, then more than one threshold can be used in a process called multithresholding [12].
Global thresholding involves choosing one threshold for the entire image whereas local
thresholding involves breaking up an image into multiple subimages and calculating thresholds
for each subimage [17]. In the case of evaluating brain CT scans, global thresholding is generally
sufficent as most image slices have clear bimodal histograms. Local thresholding is typically
utilized on images with unimodal or narrow intensity histogram peaks. Some common global
thresholding techniques are the p-tile, mode, Otsu, minimum error, entropic, and moment
preserving methods [17].
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The concept of global thresholding is summarized in equation 2-3 where the thresholded
image is represented by g(x,y), the original image is f(x,y), and the threshold is T. Any pixel
intensity value above the threshold T is known as the object of the image and any value below the
threshold is known as the background. The result of thresholding in this manner is a binary
image representing only the image object and background.
The p-tile method involves partitioning the intensity histogram based on the percentage
of the image taken up by one of the classes [18]. For instance, if the object takes up 80% of the
image, then the p-tile method would select a threshold corresponding to the highest gray level in
the image which allows 80% of the pixels to be classified to the object [17]. This method requires
that a user have knowledge of the image percentage taken up by the object class, which is usually
not known accurately prior to segmentation. The mode method involves choosing the minimum
point between two histogram peaks [19]. This method does not work well when the histogram
valleys are broad or if the peaks differ greatly in amplitude and are too close to each other.
Another simple algorithm for threshold selection involves iterating between thresholds until a
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stable one is reached [20]. The algorithm works by choosing an initial threshold and then
separating the image into two classes based on this initial estimate. The means of the two classes
can then be calculated and the average between them taken as a new threshold. This process is
continued until the change in calculated threshold is small; an easy stopping parameter is the
minimum possible change in pixel intensity value. While this method is simple and intuitive, it
does not work well if the histogram peaks are close to each other or if one peak has a larger
tailing end or standard deviation (width).
Entropic methods involve maximizing the information available in an image known as
entropy. Several methods exist for this, but these methods are complex and have been known to
introduce some bias if the population sizes are not equal [21]. If the histogram seems to represent
a particular probability density function, then parametric methods can be used to fit a probability
density function to the histogram and the threshold can be chosen based on these fitted histogram
curves [22]. The minimum error method is one parametric method that can be used to select a
threshold [23]. This method minimizes the average pixel classification error rate. To be more
specific, it chooses the threshold which forms the best model fit of the probability distribution and
therefore the minimum amount of overlap space between the two estimated distributions. This
method can be computationally expensive and works best when the class distributions are
approximately normal.
Non-parametric thresholding methods exist which don’t seek to fit probability
distributions to the image histogram, but instead optimize measures such as class variance. These
methods have the advantage of not assuming a certain distribution and can be more efficient than
parametric methods, but they are also known to have bias when class populations differ greatly in
size [24]. One of the most widely used algorithms of this nature is the Otsu method developed by
Nobuyuki Otsu [25]. This method maximizes the between class variance, or conversely,
minimizes intra-class variance. The idea is that maximizing the amount of variance between two
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pixel classes in an image provides the maximum separability between the two classes. This is
done by calculating the between class variance for each intensity level in the image from 0 to L-1
where L is the maximum intensity, and then choosing the threshold as the intensity level where
the between class variance calculation is maximum. This may sound computationally intensive,
but all of the calculations in this method can be easily performed using the 1-D image histogram.
Although this method is widely used, it does not work well when pixel class sizes have very
different population sizes and variances [24], so in the case of application to brain CT scans, it
might not provide a good threshold on patients with disproportionately large CSF volumes or
even with small CSF volumes as found on normal CT scans.
Since all thresholding methods can have problems when the histogram peaks are not well
separated, there are methods which can improve the histogram for thresholding purposes by
deepening the valleys and strengthening the peaks. One common method involves applying an
edge operator such as a Laplacian, Roberts-Cross, or Sobel to the image [26]. The pixels in this
edge image should theoretically represent the intensities between the two pixel classes if there are
only two classes in the image. The original image histogram can therefore be weighted so that
edge pixels have a lower value and pixels not present in the edge image have a higher value. This
results in the peaks of a histogram increasing and the valleys decreasing providing better
separation of classes. Another method of improving the histogram also involves forming an edge
or gradient image and then choosing the pixel intensity value. In this method, a Laplacian
operator is applied to the image and an absolute value of the resulting edge image is used to form
a new histogram [27]. An arbitrary high threshold value is chosen to include only those pixels on
the Laplacian image with a high value since low value pixels on a Laplacian image occur along
gradient ramps. High value Laplacian edge pixels occur on either side of an edge gradient and so
they should theoretically provide a good separation between pixel classes. A new histogram with
only these high value Laplacian pixels is then formed and used for threshold selection. A slight
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modification of this technique would be subtracting all low value Laplacian pixels from the
original image which should also serve to deepen the histogram valley since it eliminates all
pixels along edge gradient ramps between the pixel classes [12][28]. Other methods exist which
also use gradient operators to directly select the image threshold. One simple way of doing this is
to take the mean of the edge image values as the threshold since the edges should include a fairly
equal mix of pixels from both classes. Another method of doing this would be to select the mode
or histogram peak of the edge image [28]. Of course, it is also important to reduce noise in an
image by applying a low pass smoothing filter such as a Gaussian or averaging filter. If the
image noise is large then it could cause a large variance in the overall intensity histogram and
obscure pixel classes, especially if the classes are small in population [12]. A smoothing filter
reduces this noise and provides a histogram where image classes are clearly visible and more
likely to be properly thresholded.

2.4 Edge Detection/Tracing Methods
The following discussion in this section will focus on edge detection methods and recent
efforts to use automated state tracking to trace edge boundaries in images. Edge detection is very
important to this research project and serves as the basis for the automated seed point selection
algorithm discussed in section 4.2, histogram improvement methods as discussed in the previous
section, and it also plays a large role in the tracking methods described in chapters 3 and 4 of this
thesis. In general, edge detection algorithms are widely used in image segmentation and serve to
identify regions of an image where discontinuities occur. Thresholding establishes classes of
pixels with similar characteristics, whereas edge detection measures discontinuity in pixels, but
both serve to isolate objects in images [12]. In addition to edge detection, which usually isolates
edges on an entire image, edge tracing algorithms are useful in isolating only objects of interest.
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Edges are not always connected well after applying an edge detection algorithm, and various
tracing techniques are used to close these edges and identify areas of interest in an image [29].
The image gradient is the simplest method of defining an edge in an image. This consists
of taking the partial derivative of pixel intensity with respect to the image rows x and columns y.
The magnitude and gradient direction at each pixel location can be determined just as with any
other vector. The simple equations describing this are shown below where f(x,y) represents the
image information and x and y represents the rows and columns respectively [12].
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Equations 2-5 and 2-6 are performed at each pixel in an image so that completely new
images are formed which can be called the gradient image and the edge strength or gradient
magnitude image. Since pixel intensities are discrete variables, mask operators are used with
spatial filters to determine the gradient value at each pixel in the image. In the simplest form, an
image gradient is found by taking the intensity difference between a pixel of interest and the pixel
in the next row or column.
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The directional image gradient along the image columns x and rows y is shown in
equation 2-7. These equations display the simple forward difference formulation of the derivative
as applied to an image. Slightly more complex formulations of the image gradient can be found
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by applying different 2-D masks to the image. Several common masks include Roberts-Cross
[30], Prewitt [31], and Sobel [32] operators. The Roberts-Cross mask is a 2x2 mask able to detect
diagonal edges by taking the difference between pixels located diagonally to each other. The
Prewitt operator is a 3x3 mask which takes the difference between the third and first rows of the
region as derivative in the x direction and the difference of the third and first column as the
derivative in the y direction. The Sobel operator is also a 3x3 mask and is similar to the Prewitt
operator except that it weighs the neighborhood pixels in the same column or row two times that
of the pixel gradient in the adjacent rows and columns. Although the Sobel mask is slightly less
computationally efficient, it is usually preferred as the center weighting acts to suppress noise in
the gradient.
The most advanced and widely used edge detection algorithms include the Marr-Hildreth
detector [33] and the Canny edge detector [34]. The Canny edge detector is possibly the most
widely used and reliable edge detection algorithm available and will be focused on here as it is
used in the automatic seed point selection algorithm discussed in section 4.2. John F. Canny
developed the edge detection algorithm as a PhD student at MIT in 1986. He sought to achieve
three basic objectives in the algorithm: a low error rate, well localized edges, and a single edge
point response [12]. The first step in the algorithm involves smoothing the image with a
Gaussian filter and then taking the gradient magnitude (M(x,y)) and angle images of the smoothed
image as discussed in the previous paragraph. A non-maxima thinning technique is then applied
to the gradient magnitude image to avoid any wide ridges occurring around local maxima in the
gradient image. This can be done by categorizing edge directions into one of four directions
based on the gradient angle image. Since the gradient angle is the edge normal, the edge
direction is 90 degrees from the gradient angle. As an example of how the procedure works, if
the gradient angle is determined to be within 45 degrees of vertical (0 or 180 degrees), then the
associated edge is classified as horizontal. Edge suppression takes place on a horizontal edge by
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examining the intensity value of neighbor pixels in both surrounding columns. If either of the
pixel intensities is greater than the current pixel then the current pixel is given an intensity of 0.
An alternative method of doing this is to replace the current pixel with an average of its
surrounding pixels instead of 0.
The last step of the Canny algorithm involves applying hysteresis thresholding, which is
the use of an upper and lower threshold, to the edge image. The higher threshold will result in a
sparser edge image than application of the lower threshold. It is easiest to think of this step as a
formation of two images, one formed by the upper threshold and one formed by the lower
threshold. The difference between these image threshold results is taken which eliminates any
pixels on the lower thresholded image that are higher in value than the upper threshold. The
resulting image is the new lower threshold image and can be considered an image of weak edge
pixels whereas the upper threshold image contains all the strong edge pixels. The strong edge
pixels are then visited and if any of them are connected to the lower threshold pixels, then those
connected pixels are included as edge pixels. Typically 8-connectivity is used for this step, where
all pixels in a box around the pixel of interest are taken as the pixel neighborhood. This final
connected image serves as the Canny edge image. In summary, the algorithm consists of taking
the gradient magnitude and angle image after applying a Gaussian filter, then thinning the edges,
followed by thresholding the thinned edges and using connectivity analysis to link together the
final edges [12][34].
The next part of this discussion will focus on the use of tracing procedures to connect
edge lines and isolate image objects. Early edge tracing methods involved analyzing pixel
neighborhood connectivity and moving one pixel at a time along an edge after applying an edge
detector, but these are susceptible to image noise and intensity nonuniformity. Automated state
tracking algorithms have been used recently to trace edges in medical images, and these have the
advantage of simultaneously storing multiple edge features such as intensity and position
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enabling a more robust tracing procedure. State estimation algorithms, such as Kalman and
particle filters, have been used widely in a variety of other fields including meterological models,
airplane guidance systems, missile guidance systems, and robotics. Their application is versatile
because they were created to work in conjunction with user defined data and system models
allowing for use within just about any field imaginable [35]. In the area of medical image
segmentation, state tracking algorithms have been used to segment arteries, cavities, CSF, bone,
and other image features. A modified Kalman filter was used to extract cavity contours from
ultrasound images by modeling the distance from a seed point in the cavity to the boundary of the
cavity [36]. In another application, a particle filter was used to extract cerebral arterial segments
by modelling the segments as 2D ellipses traveling in 3D space [37]. Another application aimed
to segment CT scans of coronary arteries and blood vessels using a medial geometric model
involving connected spheres which allows for reconstruction of the artery knowing the sphere
centers and radiuses [38]. A general algorithm for tracking tubular elongated structures through
use of a particle filter was also developed which modeled a tube segment by its location,
orientation, radius, and average intensity [39]. These examples highlight the versatility of state
tracking algorithms in image segmentation as they can incorporate a multitude of various feature
vectors and system models. A previous edge tracking algorithm developed by Withey et. al.
relates the most closely to the work done by Mandell et. al. which is expanded on in this thesis.
Withey used a novel Kalman filter process known as Dynamic Edge Tracing with Recovery and
Classification, or DTRAC, to trace the edges of CSF in ventricles of the brain [40] [41]. A brief
review of this method will be offered here as background for the particle filter method employed
in this thesis and detailed in section 3.2 [2].
The overall processing steps for completing an edge trace are summarized in Figure 2-4.
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Figure 2-4. Major edge trace processing steps in Withey, et. el. [40]

Edges are detected from the input image by identifying the zero-crossings of a Laplacian
of the Gaussian image and where the Laplacian directional operator is a unit vector along the
horizontal, vertical, or diagonal edges at the degree intervals discussed in the Canny edge
algorithm [34]. Features are extracted during the edge detection process for later use in the
tracking algorithm. These features include the edge pixel locations and the intensity values
surrounding it where the gradient image has a value of 0 and where the second derivative curve
flattens out after peaking. The edge location is taken as the zero crossing point of the Laplacian
image and the surrounding pixel locations are taken as the points where the intensity value is
maximum before the gradient and minimum after the gradient. The feature vector of an edge
point then is considered as the edge pixel location and the corresponding intensity values on
either side of the edge gradient in the operator direction. Figure 2-5 displays a plot of the edge
intensity along with the first and second gradient curves.
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Figure 2-5. Edge point feature description described by Withey, et. al. [40]

(2-8)

The feature vector of an edge is given in equation 2-8 where T and B represent points on
either side of the edge and E is the edge point where the Laplacian zero crossing occurs. In the
feature vector, T = f(xt,yt) and B = f(xb,yb). After the above edge information is found for an input
image, the tracking algorithm can be used with the resulting edge information. In Figure 2-4, the
letters R and Q denote the measurement noise covariance matrix and the process noise covariance
respectively. The tracking algorithm used here is a Kalman filter estimation where current state
predictions are made from measurements of the current state along with the previous, a priori,
state estimate knowledge [42][35][43]. The tracking algorithm developed by Withey uses a
model of the edge point position and velocity as its state. An initial user selected starting point is
used to define the initial state vector, and the recursive estimation process is started from there.
The state propagation and measurement step are shown in equation 2-9 and equation 2-10 [40].

(2-9)

(2-10)
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In the equations above, A represents the state matrix and wk represents the process noise,
while H represents the measurement matrix and vk represents the measurement noise. The noise
in both the process and measurement is assumed to be zero mean white Gaussian noise. The
measurement Zk which estimates the edge feature vector is found through a data association
process which will not be described here but can be found in [26]. The tracing algorithm is
performed recursively until the edge state vector returns to an edge point near its starting point.
Once the process is completed, the location portion of all the state vectors xk are defined as edge
point locations and are used to form a closed boundary around the region of interest in the image.
The method described above developed by Withey is used mainly on MRI data and uses
an optimal linear filter to estimate the posterior states under the assumption that these states are
linear and have Gaussian white noise. Since the brain edge may not be well represented by a
linear function or have Gaussian noise, a better trace might be performed using a nonparametric
filter such as a particle filter. The particle filter approximates the posterior state by representing it
with a finite number of values, called particles, which makes it favorable for use with medical
images where noise is not well represented by a Gaussian probability density function [2]. The
particle filter method developed by Mandell et. al. is therefore used to trace each 2D CT slice
associated with this project. This method is further detailed in section 3.2. While no changes
were made to the core algorithm of this edge tracing method, the work of this thesis has made this
method easier to use, faster, more accurate, and more robust.
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Chapter 3
Problem Statement: Overview of Previous Methods
3.1 Overview of previous classification method
3.1.1 Description of threshold selection and pixel likelihood membership function
The brain consists of both tissue and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). CT scans of the brain
reveal information regarding the amount of tissue and CSF present at the time when the scans are
taken. While MRI can differentiate between white and gray matter, CT scans are only capable of
showing a divide between tissue and CSF. As previously mentioned, the volume of brain tissue
and CSF is extremely important to know, and can guide diagnosis and treatment procedure. In a
previous clinical trial, a correlation between tissue volume and neurocognitive outcome was seen
in infants with post-infectious hydrocephalus [9]. The current segmentation program improves
upon an algorithm used for determining the volumes in this previous study. The motivation and
potential uses of this program are discussed in section 1.1 of this thesis.
Previously, Mandell et. al. [2] had established an image classification method requiring
user selected points to establish intensity thresholds. This process required time and was prone to
user error. If the clinician was not well versed in the brain anatomy represented in CT scans, then
they are prone to select poor representations of a CSF pixel and brain tissue pixel respectively. In
addition, and more importantly, the intensities represented by CSF and brain tissue vary
significantly throughout the image volume. For instance, the max value of the volume may be
normalized to 1, but this value may only occur several times in the image volume. This means
that for the remaining slices, the max pixel value will be less than 1, sometimes as low as 0.6.
For the previous classification method proposed by Mandell [2], pixel selections were made from
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three different slices spaced evenly throughout the volume. Since most image stacks of infant
brains contain between 20 and 30 images, these 3 images can give a poor representation of the
overall image intensity range. As a result, intensity thresholds are created that reflect the
intensity distribution of these 3 particular slices instead of the entire volume. The following
paragraph reviews this classification method and how the thresholds are determined based on the
user selected points.
After the images are loaded, re-scaled, and normalized between 0 and 1, the
classification method utilized by Mandell, et. al., involves presenting the user with three
sequential slices taken at one quarter, half, and three quarters of the way through the full image
stack. The user is instructed to choose four points representing fluid and four points representing
tissue on each of these three slices. Three thresholds are then created from the intensities of these
user selected points. The lower threshold is created by taking the minimum value of the fluid
pixels selected and subtracting 2% of the max image intensity value, which is 0.02 in this case
since the intensities are normalized between 0 and 1. The upper threshold is created by adding
0.02 to the max intensity value of the tissue pixel selected. The middle threshold is selected by
averaging the maximum value of the fluid chosen and the minimum value of tissue chosen since
this should provide a value separating the tissue and fluid classes.
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The variables F and T above represent the vector of pixel intensities resulting from user
selected pixels within the fluid class and tissue class respectively. After establishing these
thresholds, a likelihood map is formed which calculates the likelihood that each pixel is in the
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class of tissue or fluid. This is done by taking the 13 nearest neighbors to each pixel and
determining how many of those pixels fall between each established threshold. Therefore, the
likelihood that a pixel is tissue is simply the number of pixels in the surrounding neighborhood
between the second and third thresholds divided by the total number in the neighborhood, which
in this case is 13. Likewise, the likelihood that a pixel is fluid is the number of pixels in the
surrounding neighborhood between the first and second thresholds divided by the total number of
pixels in the neighborhood. This establishes two different likelihood maps so that each pixel has
an intensity value, a tissue likelihood value, and a fluid likelihood value.
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The neighborhood mask displayed above demonstrates the 13 pixel neighborhood around
each image pixel used to form the likelihood maps. The pixel being investigated occupies the
center mask position in equation 3-1. The membership function values represented in equations
3-5 and 3-6 are calculated for the center mask pixel where v represents the pixel intensity of each
pixel located at the positions of unity in the neighborhood mask. The number of pixels in this
neighborhood between each respective threshold value is summed and divided by the total
number of neighborhood pixels. The membership function is squared to provide further contrast.
This process serves to eliminate single pixels that might be wrongly labeled. Since medical
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images have significant noise, this neighborhood function serves to reduce misclassified pixels by
incorporating the surrounding pixels.
The most important part of this classification process is properly establishing the
threshold between fluid and tissue. As mentioned earlier, user selection of sample pixels is prone
to error and only utilizes a very small sample of pixels for representation of a large volume. The
tissue and fluid class distributions can be represented on an image intensity histogram. The
threshold resulting from the user selected pixels and formed as described in equations 3-1 through
3-3 should provide good separation of the tissue and fluid pixel classes on the intensity histogram.
The following discussion shows that this is not the case.

3.1.2 Results of user selected threshold procedure and apparent problems
An image intensity histogram is the plot of the number of times a certain intensity pixel
appears on an image. It is important to narrow the histogram to the proper intensity range so that
the intensity distribution of only brain tissue and CSF can be seen. Since CT intensities can range
from -1000 (representing air) to about +2500 (representing dense very bone), there is a wide span
of possible pixel intensities and so a histogram of all the intensities in an image will not be very
useful. As an example, a histogram of a CT image slice displaying the full range of pixel
intensities is shown in Figure 3-1. No discernible intensity distribution can be seen in this image.
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Figure 3-1. Full range intensity histogram from CT brain volume

According to the data represented in Table 2-1, the intensity distributions of tissue and
CSF will always fall completely between -50 Hu and +100 Hu. For this reason, all Hounsfield
unit values outside of this range can be discarded from the image histogram. Once this is done,
the pixel intensities are re-normalized between 0 and 1, and an image histogram can be formed
displaying the distributions of CSF and tissue. The resulting image histogram turns out to be a
good representation of a mixed Gaussian distribution, with the lower intensity peak
corresponding to fluid intensities and the upper peak corresponding to tissue intensities. The
separation of these peaks is imperative in determining the classification of pixels as tissue or fluid
pixels.
A properly windowed image slice histogram is shown in Figure 3-2 with the middle
threshold which results from the user driven classification process described in equations 3-1
through(3-6 3-6. This middle threshold is equal to 0.4417 which is equivalent to about 16 Hu on
the Hounsfield scale. The upper and lower thresholds resulting from this classification procedure
are equivalent to a Hounsfield scale value of -58 Hu and +106 Hu. Since these thresholds are
outside the normalized range of -50 Hu to +100 Hu determined to bracket brain tissue and CSF,
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they are not shown in Figure 3-2. The brain tissue and CSF likelihood maps formed after
performing the classification calculations based on these thresholds are also shown in Figure 3-3
and Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-2. Properly windowed CT image slice histogram with user selected threshold (-50 and +100 Hu)
Tissue map with maximum likelihood neighborhood pixel using mandell threshold

Figure 3-3. Tissue likelihood map based on threshold resulting from user selected pixel classification and 13 pixel
neighborhood membership function.
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Fluid map with maximum likelihood neighborhood pixel using mandell threshold

Figure 3-4. Fluid likelihood based on threshold resulting from user selected pixel classification and 13 pixel
neighborhood membership function.

It can be seen in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 that the classification thresholds established
by user selected pixels produce substantial errors in separating the tissue and fluid peaks. As a
result, pixels are misclassified and holes are present in both the tissue and CSF maps. To better
demonstrate threshold sensitivity, it is useful to view a binary likelihood map based only on the
threshold selections without incorporating the nearest 13 pixels as part of a membership function.
If the threshold is positioned between the two classes properly, then no misclassified pixels
should appear in the fluid spaces even without taking the nearest neighbors into account. The
binary likelihood maps for the same slice displayed in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 are shown in
Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 without the classification membership function.
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Simple binary threshold tissue map using Mandell threshold

Figure 3-5.Tissue likelihood map based on threshold resulting from user selected pixel classification without
applying 13 pixel membership function.
Simple binary threshold fluid map using Mandell threshold

Figure 3-6. Fluid likelihood map based on threshold resulting from user selected pixel classification without
applying 13 pixel membership function.

The figures shown above demonstrate that a new method is needed to better separate the
pixel classes and reduce the chance of user error. In addition, if the method is automated then it
will avoid the time taken to select pixels and significantly reduce the overall time required for
image segmentation, as well as decrease the opportunity for user error. This new method will be
discussed in section 4.1.
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3.2 Overview of particle filter based edge tracing method
Previous work using an edge tracing particle filter method has been mentioned numerous
times in this report. This method will be detailed in this section so that the reader can understand
the important role it plays in this work, and understand some of the improvements that can be
made to the method. After the initial pixel classification step is performed as described in section
3.1, the edge tracer can be used to remove tissue and fluid segments that are outside of the brain.
This results in a calculation of only brain tissue and intra-brain fluid. As described in section 2.4,
a Kalman filter based edge tracing has been used to trace edges in MR images. The particle filter
method employed here is similar in that it recursively measures several important features of the
brain edge, but it is more general and does not rely on an assumption of a Gaussian posterior
state.

3.2.1 Description of edge tracing method
The state of a particle is given by its position and velocity. There are N particles located
at positions denoted as xn and yn which compute the likelihood at each position that the particle is
on the brain boundary. The general edge tracing process is described by Mandell in four steps
[2]:
1. Particles are propogated forward in time according to a motion model.
2. Measurements of gradient strength are taken at new locations.
3. Likelihood of each particle being located on brain edge is calculated.
4. Low variance re-sampling method implemented to get rid of low probability
particles.
In the first step, the velocity of each particle is defined as perpendicular to its local
gradient and given a speed proportional to its gradient strength. The initial set of particles are
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distributed perpendicular to the brain edge gradient by taking the Radon transform of an 11x11
neighborhood around the user selected seed point. The 11x11 neighborhood is used so that a
good estimation of the gradient surrounding the seedpoint is measured. A small neighborhood
might not encompass the entire gradient, and a larger neighborhood might not provide a good
estimate of the local gradient near the seed point. The Radon transform is a set of image intensity
projections oriented from 0 to π radians [44]. The projection perpendicular to the edge will have
the largest variance since this is pixel intensity changes over an edge. Therefore, the edge angle
can be established as perpendicular to the angle at which the radon transform has maximum
variance [45]. After the initial direction is determined, proceeding velocity directions are taken as
being perpendicular to each particle’s local gradient value as established by the gradient image.
The particle state vector and process model are shown in equations 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9.
̇

̂

̇

(3-7)

̂

(3-8)

[

]

(3-9)

In equations 3-7 and 3-8, the process matrix A serves to update the particle positions by
summing the previous particle position and the particle velocity. Since the particle velocity is
determined by the local gradient at the particle location and is scaled by the gradient strength, the
particles propagate forward a maximum distance of one pixel at every time step. This occurs
when the x direction gradient or y direction gradient is equal to one. The term wk is the process
noise and is assumed to be Gaussian and acts to prevent bias and keep the particles from
converging to only one pixel location.
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The next step in the particle filter tracing process involves measuring the particle feature
vector at each particle location. This measurement is compared to an ideal feature vector which
defines the ideal brain edge. The comparison of the measured particle value to the ideal particle
value provides a probability weight which allows the algorithm to determine whether the particle
is actually on the brain edge. The ideal brain edge is defined in this algorithm as having a
maximum gradient value in both the x and y directions, while also having global minimum and
maximum pixel intensity values in its surrounding 13 pixel neighborhood defined by the same
mask used in the classification step described in section 3.1. The local gradient values in the x
and y direction are then taken along with the maximum and minimum pixel values in their
surrounding thirteen member neighborhoods. This was found to provide a good measure of the
edge, but in practice with CT scans, a minimum value of 0.3 or 0.5 should be used instead of the
global minimum value of 0 as this results in a tighter brain track resulting in a smaller likelihood
that the track jumps to tissue outside the skull. The feature vectors are shown below in equations
3-10 and 3-11 [2].
[

]

(3-10)

(3-11)
The particle feature vector can be altered if desired to affect the trace. For instance, the
ideal brain gradient could be considered as the mean gradient value instead of the max. Or other
measures can be used such as comparing the Laplacian pixel value to an ideal Laplacian value of
zero since the zero-crossing indicates an edge. The feature vector could also be possibly
extended to 3D so that particles can propagate around the entire brain at once. Other difficulties
occur in the extension to 3D such as changing the process model and particle numbers, in
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addition to interpolation issues since resolution in the z plane is as large as 5mm. These measures
are left for future investigation and expansion of the tracing algorithm.
The measurement step involves calculating the probability that each particle is on the
brain edge. This probability is then applied as a weight to each particle so that weak particles can
be eliminated in a resampling step. The probability calculation compares the predicted
measurement to the actual measurement by calculating the probability that the predicted
measurement occurred given the present particle measurement. The probability weighting
calculation is shown below in equation 3-12 [2].
(

|

)

(

(

)

(

))

(3-12)

(3-13)
[

]

The covariance matrix S in equation 3-13 is composed of the variances for each particle
measurement. The proper measurement variances were determined experimentally to be equal to
√

.
The last step of the particle filter process is applying a low variance resampling algorithm

to each particle [46]. This algorithm eliminates low weighted particles and replicates strong
particles. If all particles are of equal weight, it will not get rid of any particles, but maintain the
current particle cloud for the next time step. Images of the particle filter trace process are given
below to better illustrate the process. The number of particles used was determined
experimentally to be effective at N=10, but this number can change as a user directed parameter if
necessary. Other potential user adjusted parameters include the process noise, measurement
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covariance matrix, the mask size used to determine the minimum and maximum neighborhood
pixels, and the values of the minimum and maximum pixels in the ideal feature vector.

Figure 3-7 Particle filter process summary[2]

In Figure 3-7, box A represents the initial particle cloud propagating forward along the
local gradient. Box B displays the weighting step where measurements are taken, while the
resampling step occurs in box C where the lowest weight particles are eliminated and the higher
weight particles are replicated and given Gaussian noise to spread apart and prevent bias. Box D
represents the process starting over as the particles propagate forward according to the motion
model.

Figure 3-8. Image slice with seed point and tissue map with seed point
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Seedpoint
Initial particle cloud

Particle locations before propagation
Particle locations after propagation
Particle velocities

Figure 3-9. Initial particle cloud (left) and particles after propagation step (right)

Particles before re-sampling
Particles after resampling
Track points

Particle locations before propagation
Particle locations after propagation
Track points
Particle velocities

Figure 3-10. Particle cloud after re-sampling (left) and after propagation for next step (right)

Figure 3-11. Trace in progress (left) and completed trace (right)
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3.2.2 Problems with particle filter tracing procedure
The previous edge tracing method based on a particle filter was shown to have several
problems. Overall, it works effectively but due to its non-deterministic nature it will not trace the
exact same pattern on each run and can produce a bad trace even when a good seed point is
selected. There are two main reasons for this problem, the first is that the pixels are spread
randomly according to an assumption of Gaussian noise at each step in the motion model. This
causes the particles to never measure the same exact track twice, which is good in some respects,
but can lead to inconsistent traces. The second problem is that the particles can conglomerate
onto only a couple pixels at a time so that they don’t accurately approximate the correct posterior
state. A low variance re-sampling algorithm is used with additive Gaussian process noise after
re-sampling but this does not always solve the particle deprivation problem. The balance
between pixel number and process noise is a delicate one which has no perfect solution [47]. If
too many pixels are added, it unnecessarily slows down the algorithm and if too much noise is
added then the gradient distribution won’t be measured properly and the tracking algorithm will
veer off the gradient as shown in Figure 3-13 or begin traveling backwards as shown in Figure
3-14.

Particle locations before propagation
Particle locations after propagation
Particle velocities

Particles before re-sampling
Particles after resampling
Track points

Particle locations before propagation
Particle locations after propagation
Particle velocities

Figure 3-12. Example of particle deprivation. Initial seed cloud (left), after measurement (middle), and after resampling(right). Number of particles N=10, process noise σ=0.05
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Particle locations before propagation
Particle locations after propagation
Particle velocities

Particle locations before propagation
Particle locations after propagation
Particle velocities

Particle locations before propagation
Particle locations after propagation
Particle velocities

Particles before re-sampling
Particles after resampling
Track points

Figure 3-13. Example of divergent particle trace, follow sequence clockwise from upper left

Particles before re-sampling
Particles after resampling
Track points

Figure 3-14. Example of trace error and backtracking
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3.3 Project aims and goals
The methods described in this chapter serve as a foundation for the improvements
detailed in this thesis project. The novel particle filter based edge tracing method provides a
means for quickly segmenting medical images of the brain, and potentially other organs of the
human body. The method can also be applied to both CT and MR images. Its main advantage is
in its fast and mostly automated implementation. There are weaknesses to the method as
described in this chapter. The edge tracing method can occasionally backtrack and produce a
faulty edge trace. In addition, sample impoverishment can occur where the particles
conglomerate on to only a couple pixels and, as a result, not properly measure the entire gradient
distribution. The tracing method also requires a user selected seed point along the brain edge at
every slice, which is significantly time consuming and allows for user error. Mostly, the
procedure is successful in tracing edges of the brain, but several improvements to the method
could make it more useful.
The classification process is prone to user error and is time consuming as it involves the
user to select multiple sample points from several slices of the image. The resulting threshold can
sometimes be less than optimal and result in misclassified pixels as shown in Figure 3-2 through
Figure 3-6. The membership functions displayed in equations 3-5 and 3-6 work well to eliminate
misclassified pixels caused by image noise by taking into account a pixel’s nearest neighbors. A
new and improved threshold selection method is necessary to accompany the particle filter edge
tracing method.
The work of this thesis project is to further develop the particle filter edge tracing method
and create a useful and nearly automatic segmentation tool which can be utilized by novice users
to quickly segment CT scans of the human brain. It is hoped that this work will be expanded to
include MR images and possibly other medical image modalities in the future. An automated
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thresholding algorithm was developed to provide proper thresholds from each CT image volume
intensity histogram. An automated seed point selection algorithm was also developed which
significantly reduces the number of user selected seed points required during a volume
segmentation. A new edge tracing method was developed based on the particle filter method, and
it offers an alternative tracing solution which can be used when the particle filter method fails.
All of the new segmentation features have been combined into a useful graphical user interface
allowing for novice users with no computer programming knowledge and little knowledge of
brain anatomy to complete segmentations of full brain volumes. The GUI provides user
adjustment capabilities, including the ability to manually adjust classification thresholds and
traced masks. It also provides several options for viewing the post-segmentation masks and pixel
likelihood maps so that the user can easily verify segmentation accuracy. The rest of this thesis
will describe the improvements and additions to the previously developed particle filter edge
tracing algorithm which result in a useful clinical image segmentation tool.
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Chapter 4
Problem Solution: Improvement of Segmentation Procedure
4.1 Classification algorithm improvement
A good classification algorithm is one which automatically classifies pixels with little or
no user interaction. As mentioned previously, establishing good thresholds on an image
histogram is an effective classification procedure. This, in combination with a region
segmentation technique, can provide accurate and reliable segmentation results. Previously, the
classification process required user selected points to establish thresholds. This was shown to be
an inaccurate, slow, and error prone classification method. A solution was developed to fix this
classification process involving the automatic selection of thresholds on the image histogram.
The same pixel classification membership function was then used with the new thresholds to
provide more accurate results. The following section describes this solution.
As described earlier, a useful image histogram can be obtained when the intensities of
interest are properly windowed. For windowing of brain tissue and CSF, it was found that
removing pixels with intensity values below -50 Hu and above +100 Hu provided good results.
The image histogram of a CT scan windowed within this range is shown in Figure 3-2. While
each image slice has its own intensity histogram, one can also be formed by taking the data from
all slices of an image stack. This is not feasible for some applications which have a large number
of image slices, but in the case of infant CT scans it is preferable to use a histogram representing
intensities from the entire image volume. Infant CT scans have larger spatial resolution between
image slices and therefore have a relatively low number of image slices in a volume. Utilizing
the full volume data allows for one global threshold to be used throughout all slices in the image
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stack. This is advantageous in the early and end slices where there is not enough fluid to
establish dominant distribution peaks and good thresholds between pixel classes. Data from the
entire volume allows for the combination of all intensity histograms so that one threshold can be
chosen which is sufficient for the entire stack.
It can be seen in Figure 3-2 that the histogram appears as a mixture of two Gaussian
distribution curves. This means that the pixel intensity distribution of brain tissue and CSF
throughout the image volume can be described by a Gaussian function. In a Gaussian
distribution, the mean corresponds to the peak of the histogram curve and three standard
deviations on either side of the mean encompasses 99.7% of the data within the Gaussian
distribution curve [48]. If the mean and standard deviation of these respective distributions is
properly estimated, then an upper threshold can be established which is at least four standard
deviations above the mean tissue value and a lower threshold can be established which is at least
three standard deviations below the mean fluid intensity value. These thresholds will
theoretically eliminate at least 99.99% of the pixels that are not tissue or fluid. The more difficult
problem is how to establish a good threshold between the fluid and tissue distributions. As
mentioned in chapter 2, thresholding is a significant area of research, and several thresholding
methods will be compared in this section demonstrating the effects of various thresholds on
image segmentation.

4.1.1 Fitting Mixed Gaussian Distribution to Intensity Histogram
In order to select thresholds which properly window class distributions on a histogram, it
is important to know the histogram distribution parameters. If done properly, these parameters
provide knowledge of where the pixel mean locations are and where the histogram valleys are
located. Since the image intensity histogram of brain tissue and CSF appears to be a mixture of
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two Gaussian distributions, it makes sense to estimate the distributions as Gaussian. One
common method for doing this involves using a minimum least squares regression to fit a mixed
distribution curve to the intensity histogram. A mixed Gaussian distribution model is shown
below in equations 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3.

( )

∑

( |)

(

( |)

(4-1)

)

(4-2)

√

(4-3)

The pixel intensity value in equations 4-1 and 4-2 is represented by g while i represents
the distribution class, in this case either CSF or tissue. The mean and standard deviation
parameters of each distribution are denoted by μi and σi respectfully, while Pi is the proportion of
pixels in each respective distribution with a value between 0 and 1 and a combined value of 1.
The parameters best modeling the two distributions can be found by minimizing the squared
difference between the model and histogram data.

∑( ( )

( ))

(4-4)

This is demonstrated in equation 4-4 where h(g) represents the histogram data and p(g)
represents the model given in equation 4-1. The squared difference, known as the residual, is
taken for each pixel intensity value represented in the histogram from 0 to maximum value L-1.
Good initial estimates of distribution parameters which are reasonably close to the actual
parameters are required for the least squares regression fit to occur. The nonlinear regression is
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performed using the Matlab function nlinfit which utilizes the Levenberg-Marquardt least squares
algorithm [49].
The best way to provide the initial model parameter estimates is to find the two class
peaks of the histogram since the peak of a Gaussian distribution represents the mean. The peak of
lower intensity corresponds to CSF pixels while the peak of higher intensity values corresponds
to tissue pixels. An estimate of the standard deviation value can then be made from the
knowledge that each class distribution is approximated by a Gaussian probability density
function. According to the Gaussian distribution function, the point along the Gaussian curve at
one standard deviation away from the mean should equal about e-.5 of the peak value. Each class
standard deviation then can be approximated as the difference in x from the mean to where the
distribution function is equal to e-.5 of the peak value. The approximated class means and
standard deviations can then be used to initialize a least squares regression fit allowing for a more
accurate approximation of the class means and standard deviations. The initial proportion
estimate, P1 , is taken as 0.5 meaning the initial guess is that each class is equal in size. The
initial guess for Gaussian function scale is equal to the mean of h(g).
In order to find the histogram peak corresponding to each class distribution, a method
was initially devised which analyzed the first and second derivatives of the smoothed histogram
data and applied the second derivative test to identify maxima and minima on the histogram.
This method occasionally provided false peaks due to the local extrema present in the histogram
data. A simpler method was then devised based on the idea of subtracting one distribution from
the histogram to find the peak of the second distribution. It is known that there will be at least
one distinctive maximum in the discrete histogram data and that this maximum will relate to the
peak of one distribution class. If this maximum is located, then a standard deviation of the
corresponding distribution can be estimated. Once this distribution is estimated it is subtracted
from the original histogram data, essentially removing it from the histogram. The remaining
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maximum is taken as an estimate of the other class mean in the histogram data. Once this peak is
identified, a second standard deviation estimate is also calculated in the same manner as the first.
These two mean and standard deviation values are used as the initial estimates for the nonlinear
regression fit and the resulting fitted histogram provides the proper class distributions to be used
for setting the upper and lower thresholds. The resulting histogram model before and after the
least squares regression fit is shown below.
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Figure 4-1. Image intensity histogram with initial parameters (left) and parameters after regression fit (right)

4.1.2 Minimum Error threshold method
Once the parameters of the two class distributions are known, it is now important to find
the threshold between class peaks. As discussed in section 2.3, there are many ways for finding
this threshold. The first method performed here will be the minimum error method, where the
probability of misclassifying a pixel is minimized. If the probability distribution parameters are
known and the distribution is Gaussian, then minimizing the misclassification error function
results in a quadratic equation that can be solved for the optimum threshold [22]. Another
minimum error thresholding method involves minimizing a criterion function where the class
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means and standard deviations are set up in terms of the threshold so that the threshold provides
the best model fit to the histogram [23]. The latter might be less computationally expensive, but
since it’s relatively easy to estimate histogram parameters using least squares regression, the
former method is used. Instead of solving a quadratic function though, as is done by Nakagawa,
the error function here is minimized between the two histogram class modes.
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Figure 4-2. Intersection area of fluid and tissue density functions

In the figure above, a possible threshold is located in the area where the tissue and fluid
probability density functions intersect. The best threshold according to the minimum error
method is the one which has the lowest number of fluid pixels misclassified as tissue and the
lowest number of tissue pixels misclassified as fluid. Pixels belonging to fluid which are
mistakenly classified as tissue will be referred to as Efluid while pixels belonging to tissue which
are mistakenly classified as fluid will be referred to as Etissue.
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In equations 4-5 and 4-6, Pfluid and Ptissue are the proportion of the mixed distribution
which are part of the fluid density function and tissue density functions respectively. The area
under a Gaussian probability function is represented by the Gaussian cumulative distribution
function which is a special function and can be calculated using the erf function as shown below
in equation 4-7 [50].
(
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Equation 4-8 is minimized with a lower bound of the mean fluid intensity value and Upper
an
upper bound of the mean tissue intensity value. With a Gaussian distribution, the minimum error
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threshold should occur at the crossing location of the two respective distribution functions. The
resulting threshold for the
8 image stack shown in Figure 4-1 using this minimum error method is
shown below.
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Figure 4-3. Image stack histogram with minimum error threshold
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The binary likelihood maps resulting from the pixels classified between the established
thresholds are shown below. The fluid likelihood map displays all the pixels between the lower
threshold and the minimum error threshold while the tissue map displays all the pixels between
the minimum error threshold and the upper threshold.

Figure 4-4. Binary tissue likelihood map (left) and fluid likelihood map (right) without neighborhood consideration
Tissue map with maximum likelihood neighborhood pixel using min error threshold

Figure 4-5. Binary tissue likelihood map (left) and fluid likelihood map (right) with neighborhood consideration

The likelihood maps shown above display some pixels which are misclassified. The 13
pixel neighborhood membership function eliminates some of these misclassified pixels, but not
all of them. Figure 4-4 clearly shows a good number of tissue pixels within the fluid space and
the corresponding holes in the fluid likelihood map. This means that the minimum error
threshold is not an optimal threshold for this image stack.
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4.1.3 Minimum of Gaussian combined pdf threshold
Another possible threshold method is one which finds the minimum of the combined

4

10 of establishing the crossing point of the two individual
Gaussian distribution.x Instead
16
distributions as the previous method does, this method establishes a threshold at the point where

Combined
the combined probability density function is minima with a lower bound of the fluid mean and anTissue pdf
14
Fluid pdf
upper bound of the tissue mean. The combined probability density function is taken from
equations 4-1 and 4-2, and uses the parameters for the fluid and tissue distributions found throughMinimum p
12
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the least squares regression histogram fit.
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The minimum point of the mixed Gaussian distribution shown above is displayed on an
image stack intensity histogram below.
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Figure 4-6. Image stack histogram with minimum pdf threshold

The resulting binary likelihood maps of the fluid and tissue regions based on the
minimum pdf threshold without taking into account the 13 pixel neighborhood membership
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function are shown below in Figure 4-7. The likelihood map including the surrounding pixels
will eliminate some of the misclassified pixels, but it is evident that a better threshold likely
exists.
Simple binary threshold tissue map using min combined pdf pointSimple binary threshold fluid map using min combined pdf point

Figure 4-7. Tissue likelihood map (left) and fluid likelihood map (right) resulting from threshold set as minimum
point on combined Gaussian pdf

The likelihood maps in Figure 4-7 show an improvement over those resulting from the
minimum error method. The threshold shown in Figure 4-6 is closer to the minimum point
between the two class peaks and this has provided likelihood maps with fewer misclassified
points. Still, the dark spots evident on the fluid map in Figure 4-7 show pixels classified as tissue
which should be classified as fluid. This leads to the conclusion that a better threshold must be
available.

4.1.4 Otsu threshold method
The previous two methods were established by minimizing Gaussian probability and
cumulative distribution functions. These are known as parametric methods, since certain
distribution function parameters must be found before establishing a threshold. Another set of
methods are known as non-parametric and involve clustering pixels in a way that avoids the
assumption of a certain distribution. One of the most common and popular clustering methods is
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the Otsu method, discussed in section 2.3. This method maximizes the variance betweenOtsu
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classes to arrive at a global threshold. The threshold resulting from this method on the current
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image stack is shown in10
Figure 4-8.
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Figure 4-8. Image stack intensity histogram with threshold resulting from Otsu method

It can be seen in Figure 4-8 that the Otsu threshold provides a value higher in intensity
than the parametric methods used. This should be expected to misclassify more tissue pixels as
fluid since the threshold cuts into the tissue peak. The resulting likelihood maps for pixels
between these thresholds are shown in Figure 4-9.
Simple binary threshold tissue map using Otsu threshold

Simple binary threshold fluid map using Otsu threshold

Figure 4-9. Tissue likelihood map (left) and fluid likelihood map (right) resulting from Otsu threshold
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The likelihood maps resulting from the Otsu threshold show that significant groups of
tissue pixels are misclassified as fluid. This is most evident in the upper central portion of the
brain image where there are black spots evident on the tissue map and corresponding white spots
evident on the fluid map showing that these pixels are classified as fluid when they should in fact
be classified as tissue. In addition, the borders of the fluid map have likely expanded into the
tissue area.

4.1.5 Minimum valley threshold method
All three thresholding methods examined so far have failed to produce the desired results
and have resulted in pixel misclassification. Based on the information gathered from these
results, a possible good threshold choice might be the minimum point on the histogram between
class peaks. This location has been used by others as a histogram threshold in the past [19]. The
parametric methods examined produced thresholds favoring the higher peak while the nonparametric method produced a threshold favoring the peak with larger variance. It is expected
that a value between these thresholds will produce good results and save on computational
expense since it is easy to locate the minimum point on a histogram between two peaks. The
result of this method is shown on the image stack histogram in Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-10. Image stack histogram with minimum point between peaks as threshold

The tissue and fluid likelihood maps resulting from the threshold selection displayed in
Figure 4-10 are shown in Figure 4-11.
Simple binary threshold tissue map using min valley point

Simple binary threshold fluid map using min valley point

Figure 4-11. Tissue likelihood map (left) and fluid likelihood map (right) resulting from using the minimum point
between peaks as threshold.

The likelihood maps shown in Figure 4-11 have the fewest number of visible
misclassified pixels. The fluid map appears to be without any pixels classified as tissue and
likewise, the tissue map appears to have very few misclassified pixels. As a result of examining
the likelihood maps from these four thresholding methods, it was determined that the best
threshold is the selection of the minimum point between histogram peaks.
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4.1.6 Improvement of noisy histograms before threshold selection
The above methods work well for the case when histogram peaks are well separated and
the distribution appears to be Gaussian. Occasionally, a large amount of noise might be present
in an image, and the choice of a good threshold isn’t clear. The noise might be so large that it
obscures one of the histogram peaks and makes a least squares regression fit to estimate the
Gaussian parameters difficult. In these cases, histogram improvement techniques must be used to
deepen the histogram valley and sharpen the peaks. Histogram improvement methods are
covered in section 2.3 of this report, and there is no one ideal way to perform these operations.
One widely accepted method is to apply a Laplacian edge operator to the image and create a
histogram of only pixels present on a Laplacian image after applying an arbitrary high threshold
such as 0.9 [27]. The resulting image contains only pixels on either side of the image edge, since
the zero crossing of a Laplacian occurs in the middle of the edge gradient, and should therefore
provide a good representation of the mixed class distribution. Other methods involve weighting
edge pixels after applying a gradient operator to an image in order to reduce the effects of the
edge pixels [26]. The pixels are weighted inversely to the gradient magnitude so that those pixels
on edges will have reduced importance in the histogram which serves to deepen the valley
between class peaks. A variation of this method was used here with CT images, but instead of
weighting all of the pixels, the edge pixels are simply removed. This is due to the high level of
noise present in CT images, and simply re-weighting the pixels was not a strong enough measure.
A noise histogram without a clear minimum between two peaks is shown below.
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Figure 4-12. Noisy image slice (left) and corresponding histogram of image volume (right).

The Laplacian edge detector method was used initially with this CT image stack, but the
gradient between CSF and tissue was so much smaller in magnitude than that of the skull and air
it was not useful in identifying pixels located between the tissue and fluid classes. Other gradient
operators were also applied to the image with similar results. Tightening the intensity window
between 0 and +50 Hu and forcing all other pixels to be 0 helped eliminate some of the gradient
and produced edges between classes, but they were not clean edges. The main problem is that
gradient operators tend to amplify noise and CT images can be very noisy. The result is an image
with many edges visible between pixels of the same class. The Canny edge algorithm, described
earlier, utilizes a low pass Gaussian filter before taking a gradient image. It should do a better job
at reducing noise and producing valid edges between tissue and CSF. The Canny algorithm used
in this thesis was provided in the edge function of the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox. Several
main parameters can be tuned for a given image, including the lower and upper threshold used to
detect lines and the standard deviation and size of the Gaussian filter. After several experiments
with the parameters, it was determined that using a standard deviation of 5 pixels worked fairly
well while also using the automatically selected thresholds of .0063 and .0156. The thresholds
are chosen based on the assumption that 70% of the pixels in the image are not on an edge and the
lower threshold is equal to 0.4 of the upper threshold. The only problem with this method is that
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some noisy structures outside of the brain are still apparent in the image and some edges appear
to form within the pixel class areas. The method producing best results for the noisy image
volume shown in Figure 4-13 was to use a 20x20 Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 5
before applying the Matlab built-in Canny edge algorithm function. This eliminated most edge
responses to noise within the pixel classes while also not missing many edges between classes.
The Canny algorithm results in a binary image showing only potential edge pixels. A noisy
image is shown below after applying the Gaussian filter along with the resulting Canny image.

Figure 4-13. Smoothed image slice with intensity values between 0 Hu and +50 Hu (left) and resulting canny edge
image (right)

In order to remove the edge pixels from the noisy image, the complement of the Canny
image is taken and multiplied by the original image slice. The complement image is a binary
image where all pixels identified by the Canny algorithm as belonging on an edge are assigned a
zero and all other pixels are assigned a value of one. Since the Canny algorithm produces a line
roughly one pixel in width, it does not remove enough edge pixels to have a significant effect on
the volume histogram. A dilation procedure is used with the Canny edge image to increase the
number of edge pixels. The proper mask size was found to be a 3x3 diamond mask, which takes
into account 13 pixel neighbors, just like the classification membership function. The
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complement of the dilated Canny edge image and the resulting multiplication by the original
image is shown in Figure 4-14.

Figure 4-14. Dilated Canny edge image complement (left) and result of multiplying by image slice (right)

The procedure described is applied on each slice of an image stack, since the threshold is
established from a histogram created using all image slices. Using a histogram of all image
volume intensities allows the slice intensities to average over the volume and is the best way to
select a global threshold for the entire volume, as mentioned earlier. The resulting image volume
histogram is provided below with thresholds and is compared to the original volume histogram.
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Figure 4-15. Original image volume histogram (upper left), histogram after removing edge pixels (upper right), and
final histogram with Gaussian mixture model fit and thresholds.

It can be seen in Figure 4-15 above that the noisy histogram now provides decent
thresholding results and the tissue and fluid pixels are well classified after applying the minimum
valley threshold and the neighborhood membership classification function.
In summary, several thresholding methods were attempted on an image volume stack
histogram. These included minimum error thresholding, Otsu thresholding, and minimum mode
thresholding. After testing several methods, the minimum mode threshold resulted in the most
accurate pixel classification as judged on a visual basis. It is difficult to get ground truth for
validating CT data, but misclassified pixels can often be spotted by the user. In the case of
separating tissue and CSF, there should be no tissue pixels visible in the fluid spaces, and the
fluid spaces should provide a solid enclosed area if the threshold is chosen properly. The
minimum mode method, which involves picking the minimum point between the histogram peaks
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results in the most homogenous CSF and tissue spaces as shown in Figure 4-11. If an image
stack consists of noisy images where the histogram does not have two visible peaks, then the
edges are removed by passing the image slices through a low pass Gaussian filter and then
creating a dilated Canny edge image from each slice and multiplying the complement image by
the original image slice. The histogram valley is then deepened and a threshold can be chosen at
the minimum point. Once proper thresholds are selected, a neighborhood membership function is
used to form tissue and fluid likelihood maps that will be further segmented by edge tracing.
Several future improvements are recommended for this method. The noisy histogram
improvement method is effective, but more time should be spent fine tuning the choice of
Gaussian filter size and threshold level used in the Canny algorithm. It may be possible to choose
a better sigma value with the built-in Matlab Canny algorithm thereby avoiding pre-smoothing of
the image before applying the Canny algorithm and smoothing again. In addition, while this
method works well for the image volume displayed, it may not work well with other less noisy
images. The parameters for the Canny algorithm should be tuned depending on the noise visible
in the image histogram. Other recent thresholding methods have been investigated, and the next
logical step of this method is to incorporate pixel neighborhood information into the thresholding
process. While this would be more computationally expensive and difficult on some images
lacking well defined tissue and fluid regions, it would provide a more accurate result than
selecting a global threshold for the entire image stack. One possible method of doing this
involves examining the distribution of mixed pixels caused by partial volume effect and
incorporating connected pixels neighboring the mixed pixels along the ventricle boundaries [51].
This method warrants further investigation and might be applied here to more accurately separate
CSF and tissue.
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4.2 Automated seed point selection
4.2.1 Definition of seed point
The particle filter edge tracing method described in section 3.2 has several weaknesses
addressed in section 3.3. One such weakness is the need for a user to begin the edge trace on
each slice by selecting a seed point. The seed point must be properly located along the brain
gradient to begin a successful trace which requires user knowledge and time. The majority of
time spent segmenting an image with this method is in the user seed selection process. The
following section outlines a simple and practical improvement to this method which can be
expanded upon in the future to increase robustness and effectiveness. The seed point selection
method presented here can be used with any edge tracing algorithm requiring a seed point given
that at least one seed point has been selected on a previous slice and that the two slices are
consecutive or close to consecutive in an image stack. These limitations can be removed by
further algorithm development, and this will be investigated in the future.
An ideal seed point on the likelihood maps traced here resides on the middle to inside of
the brain gradient. Any pixel lying along the brain gradient should suffice since the initial tracing
cloud should expand to cover the entire gradient. If a seed pixel is not in the center of the brain
edge, it is more likely to be a good seed point if it errs towards the brain tissue map. Since each
successive slice has a boundary fairly close to the previous slice, it should be possible to find a
point near the last one which satisfies the requirement of being on or just inside a brain edge.
These thoughts guided the seed point selection algorithm development. An image of a brain slice
with an appropriate seed point and initial particle cloud are shown below.
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Seedpoint
Initial particle cloud

Seedpoint
Initial particle cloud

Figure 4-16. Example of a good seed point on the brain image.

Seedpoint
Initial particle cloud

Seedpoint
Initial particle cloud

Figure 4-17. Example of good seed point on tissue likelihood map (image actually being traced)

Put simply, the algorithm consists of creating an edge image of the current image slice
and searching for the inside most pixel of the edge image near where the previous slice seed point
was chosen. Once a good point is chosen, the desired edge tracing algorithm will commence.
The Canny edge algorithm provides a good edge image as has been discussed in the previous
section. The algorithm here works by taking the Canny edge image of the combined tissue and
fluid likelihood maps, dilating this image by one pixel, and then searching a pixel vector space for
the direction of increasing intensity. Once this direction is determined, the seed point moves
towards the measured edge and arranges itself on the innermost pixel of the Canny edge image.
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4.2.2 Modified Canny edge image of combined likelihood maps
The first step of the process is to form a Canny edge image of the combined tissue and
fluid maps. The tissue and fluid maps are created using the thresholds established in section 4.1
and the classification membership function discussed in section 3.1 and shown in equations 3-5
and 3-6. The edge image of the just the tissue map could be used to select the next seed point, but
this would create edges around the fluid areas that aren’t present in the tissue map. It is more
difficult to determine a proper edge tracing seed point with multiple edges of both tissue and fluid
areas visible in the seed point region. The combined map, however, provides one closed region
within the brain so that an edge image should only show the brain tissue edge along with the
edges of objects classified as tissue outside the brain which the edge tracer will remove. The
combined tissue and fluid map of a slice along with the corresponding Canny edge image is
shown below.
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Figure 4-18. Combined fluid and tissue map (left) and corresponding Canny edge image (right)

It can be seen in Figure 4-18 that the edge image has several gaps and holes. In addition,
there are edges associated with structures outside the brain map. These two problems can be
easily solved. A morphological opening procedure can be performed on the combined tissue and
fluid map to get rid of structures outside the brain and maintain approximate map size. An
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opening procedure involves eroding the image with a structural element mask followed by
dilating the image to restore the objects that were not removed to their original size. Through
experimenting with different size and shape structural element masks, it was determined that a
disk mask with a radius of 5 pixels works best for the opening procedure. This mask is very
large, comprising a 9x9 pixel region with 69 pixel neighbors, but it is necessary to remove the
skull and surrounding CT equipment support structures picked up in the CT image. Since a
dilation procedure with the same mask will also be performed after the erosion, the final brain
map size should be approximately the same as it was prior to the procedure. Since this is an
approximation to estimate a good seed point location, it does not have to be incredibly accurate,
simply accurate enough to locate a valid seed point. The combined tissue and fluid maps are
shown below before and after the morphological opening procedure is performed.
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Figure 4-19. Original combined tissue and fluid map (left) and after morphological opening procedure (right)

The difference in edge images produced by the two maps shown in Figure 4-19 is
significant. The edge image of the brain map after the morphological opening operation has been
performed is much cleaner and contains only edges residing near the brain map edge. This is
shown in Figure 4-20.
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Figure 4-20. Canny edge image of combined tissue and fluid map before morphological opening (left) and after
opening (right)

The figure above shows significant improvement in the Canny edge image after
performing the morphological opening procedure on the combined tissue and fluid likelihood
map. However, there are still edges identified outside of the brain tissue and fluid region. The
Canny edge image shown in Figure 4-20 uses a standard deviation value of √2 for the Gaussian
filter applied to the image before taking the directional derivatives, which is the Matlab default
value. Increasing this sigma value will increase the smoothing that occurs before the image
gradients are taken. Since the areas where the edge images are found involve small patches of
pixels, a large enough sigma value should eliminate these pixel patches and leave only the edge
around the brain tissue and fluid region. The sigma value producing the desired results was found
to be 20. Using a sigma of 20 in the built-in Matlab Canny edge function removes all edge
images except those pertaining to the tissue and fluid maps. This is shown in Figure 4-21.
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Figure 4-21. Canny edge image after morphological opening with σ=√2 (left) and Canny edge image with σ=20
(right).

There are still gaps visible in the edges produced by the Canny algorithm. In order to
connect these gaps, it is necessary to dilate the edge image with a 3x3 disk mask. Since the edge
image is binary, the resulting image will include any pixel that is 4-connected to an existing edge
pixel. The resulting dilated edge image is shown below.
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Figure 4-22. Canny edge image of combined likelihood maps before (left) and after (right) dilation with 3x3 disk
mask.

The figure above displays an approximate edge map of the fluid and tissue region. This
map is not sufficient for edge tracing as the original likelihood map image underwent significant
amounts of smoothing and morphological operations to produce this edge image. The resulting
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edge image does provide a close enough approximation of the edge though to serve as guidance
for selection of a new seed point location.

4.2.3 Edge search algorithm to establish new seed point
As the brain slices move from the brain stem towards the middle of the brain, each
successive slice will require a seed point which is moving away from the image center. Once the
image slices progress past the middle of the brain and move towards the top of the skull, each
successive seed point will be towards the center of the image. Therefore, it is necessary for an
algorithm to detect the proper direction and move towards the proper seed point. The current
method for doing this involves measuring the intensity value of the 50 columns to either side of
the previous seed point location. The measurements are made by summing all the intensity
values in the combined 100 columns around the previous seed point. Since the edge image is
binary, the direction with the higher intensity sum should be the direction in which the slice edge
is located. Once a direction is chosen, the seed point moves in that direction column by column
until it reaches a binary pixel indicating an edge. If the previous seed point is located in the
middle of the brain edge, then it moves towards the tissue portion of the brain and just off the
brain edge and then back towards the brain edge until it reaches the inside most pixel of the edge
since this will be lined up with the brain map edge. If no pixel intensity is measured in the
nearest 50 columns, then the search area is expanded to 100 columns on either side of the seed
point which spans nearly half the image since the CT images used here are 512x512 pixel
resolution. It would be impossible for a previous seed point to be this far away from a brain edge,
but this allows the algorithm to be more robust and since infant CT scans involve large spatial
resolution in the Z plane (5mm), it may occasionally be necessary to search this far from a
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previous seed point location. The basic algorithm is described in images below and in pseudo
code in an appendix to this report.
New seed point
Previous slice seed point

Search area for image edge
Figure 4-23. Pixel search area displayed on edge image (left) and direction of pixel travel after measuring
intensities in search area.

The resulting seed point location is shown below on the brain map edge and on the
original image edge. Since the tracing algorithm is taking measurements of the brain map, it is
more important to see where the new pixel is located on the brain map. It can be seen that the
new pixel location is a good seed point location and should provide a valid starting position for a
new edge trace.
New seed point
Previous slice seed point

New seed point
Previous slice seed point

Figure 4-24. Brain tissue likelihood map with location of previous and new seed points
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New seed point
Previous slice seed point

New seed point
Previous slice seed point

Figure 4-25. Original image slice with location of old and new seed points

If a pixel is located on the edge or outside the brain edge as opposed to inside the brain
edge, it is best to move it towards the inner most edge pixel. The method by which a pixel is
defined as being on the outside of the brain depends on which half of the image the pixel resides
in. A pixel is defined as being on the outside of the brain if the direction towards the new seed
point location is increasing column-wise (towards the right) and the seed point is located on the
left hemisphere of the image. If the seed point is located on the right hemisphere of the image,
then the direction towards a new seed point must be to the left if the current pixel location is
outside the brain. The determination of whether a pixel is in the right or left hemisphere is
simple, if the seed point has a column value of less than half the number of total image columns
then it is on the left side of the image, otherwise it’s on the right side. Since the images are
512x512, the relevant decision number is 256, so if a pixel column value is less than 256 then it is
on the left side of the image. This is demonstrated in Figure 4-26.
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New seed point
Previous slice seed point

New seed point
Previous slice seed point

Figure 4-26. Previous seed point located outside tissue area on left hemisphere (left) and right hemisphere (right)
while new seed point is located on innermost pixel of edge image.

In summary, the method operates by using a seed pixel determined on a previous slice as
an initial point. It then forms a Canny edge image from the combined brain tissue and fluid
likelihood maps after a morphological opening procedure has been performed. The algorithm
then searches the 50 columns on either side of the initial seed point for the direction of the brain
edge. The initial seed point then moves towards the brain edge and stops on the edge pixel
nearest to the inside of the brain. The final pixel location is used as the edge tracing seed point of
the current image slice.
Several improvements can be made to the current automatic seed point selection
algorithm. The simplest of these additions would be to search rows as well as columns so that the
search procedure occurs in 2D as opposed to 1D. In addition, it is difficult to automatically pick a
seed point in the early slices of the brain where bone structures surrounding sinus cavities, ear
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canals, and eyes are present. In images where the temporal lobes are separated from the
cerebellar hemisphere by skull, there is a need for multiple seed points. The current algorithm
will not help on these images and it is easier for the user to manually select seed points in this
circumstance. Future work will focus on utilizing three dimensional image data to automatically
select seed points on these early image slices. The current algorithm is most useful when
successive brain slices occur with good seed points located somewhat near the previous slice seed
point.

4.3 Alternative tracing method
4.3.1 Problem of previous tracing method and attempted solutions
In order to address the problems with the particle filter based edge tracing method
established in section 3.2.2, a new tracking method was devised based on the particle filter
concept but without the re-sampling function and process noise. This method is more
deterministic and provides an alternative method for edge tracing when the particle filter based
algorithm fails.
Several potential solutions were attempted to solve the problems shown in Figure 3-12,
Figure 3-13, and Figure 3-14. The first attempt involved setting all particles below the track point
row or column to a probability of zero thereby eliminating them from the trace. In other words, if
the track were moving upwards and direction of the gradient is vertical, then any particle with a
row value higher (which corresponds to below) than the track point is given a weight of 0. If the
gradient is horizontal and the trace is moving to the right then any particle with a column value
less than the current track value is given a weight of 0. This method is simplistic and struggles on
areas of the brain edge that are at diagonals and not vertical or horizontal in orientation. The next
solution attempt extended this idea to include a line perpendicular to the gradient behind which
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all particles would be given a weight of 0. The track direction was determined by comparing the
previous track point with the current track point and the local gradient was determined by finding
the maximum variance of the Radon transform of the 11x11 region around the current track point.
Forming a straight line across the gradient turned out to be too restrictive as it doesn’t allow a
sharp turn to be made during the tracing procedure. A brain edge may require a sharp turn that
doesn’t incur backtracking on the previous edge. So the next attempted solution extended the
idea further to create two lines at 45 degrees below the line perpendicular to the local gradient.
These lines were at -45 degrees and -135 degrees respectively if the origin axis is assumed to be
between the first and fourth quadrants and the direction of positive rotation is counter clockwise.
This method also was too restrictive and ran into problems when all particles ended up below the
angled lines and were assigned weights of 0. At this point, a new seed point is required and one
can be initiated, but the tracking algorithm will likely run into the same problem repetitively.
Other variations of this technique involved looking into gradient information for particle locations
on surrounding slices, but this didn’t result in any new information. Further efforts should be
made towards this end, though, as there may be a way to incorporate 3-D slice data into tracing
efforts to avoid tracing errors. It was found in the current investigation that a spatial resolution of
5mm between slices was too large to provide useful information. An image of the particles stuck
behind two lines at opposing 45 degree angles is shown to demonstrate the problem below.

Total likelihoop map (image being traced) with current particle location and track points nearby
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Figure 4-27. Unsuccessful attempts to solve tracing error

It was determined that the best possible solution to back tracking trace issues would be to
create an alternative tracing method. This method would be deterministic in nature so as to avoid
potential sample impoverishment, and would extend over a large enough area to always get a
good measure of the gradient, while at the same time be prevented from backtracking on the same
edge. The new method is described in the next section.

4.3.2 New tracing solution: Initial particle spread formation
The new alternative tracing method utilizes a deterministic spread of particles around the
current track point. This particle spread is shown below and is set up at every step of the tracing
procedure.
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Particle positions
Seedpoint

Figure 4-28. Initial particle layout of new tracing method

The initial particle spread is created in the same manner as the particle filter cloud,
perpendicular to the local gradient as determined by the maximum variance of the Radon
transform in an 11x11 region around the seed point. Each particle in the spread is adjusted to this
angle by multiplying the particle location by a rotation matrix as shown below.
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The equations above demonstrate how each particle is generated. The variable a is equal
to the width of the particle spread, which is set at 5 in the current method. The variable N is equal
to the total number of particles in the spread, which equals 31 in the current method. Vrows and
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Vcols are the row and column position vectors of each particle location with respect to the track
point which serves as the local body origin. The seed point serves as the first local body origin
for the particle spread, and then is followed by each successive track point. Each particle is
generated at each tracing step by pre-multiplying the clockwise rotation matrix R with the row
and column position vectors of the particles in the particle spread. This is shown below in nonequation form with the coordinates of each particle identified relative to the track point. The
clockwise rotation matrix is used arbitrarily and the formation of edge angle θ is shown in Figure
4-33.
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Figure 4-29. Direction of increasing rows, columns, and angle rotation direction for determining particle positions.
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Figure 4-30. Coordinates for each particle in new tracing algorithm with track point as local body origin
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4.3.3 New tracing solution: Particle measurements and weighting
A probability measurement is taken for each particle in the same manner as probability
measurements taken in the particle filter method. Each particle probability is calculated
according to equations 3-12 and 3-13 with the feature vectors shown in equation 3-10 and 3-11.
The particle spread is weighted after taking probability measurements with values determined
experimentally to keep the particles on the brain edge and heading in a forward direction along
the edge. Particles in the middle of the spread are assumed to be in line with the edge gradient
and are given a weight of 1. Particle weights are smaller for locations farther from the center
column. Pixels behind the current track point are considered, but have very low postmeasurement weighted values since these are the least likely track directions. The postmeasurement weight values assigned to each particle are shown below.
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Figure 4-31. Weights applied to each particle after measurement

Figure 4-32 displays the particle spread with the three highest particle probabilities before
and after weighting.
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Highest prob particle
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Particles before weighting
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Particles before weighting
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Particles after weighting
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Particles after weighting
Current particle positions
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Past track points
Highest prob particle
Second highest prob
Third highest prob

Figure 4-32. Three examples of particle spread before and after post-measurement weighting
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The effect of post measurement re-weighting can be clearly seen in Figure 4-32. In the
first set of images, the re-weighting step forces the particle spread forward as the highest
probability particle is located on the current track point prior to weighting. In the second image
set, the re-weighting step forces the highest probabilities to line up in direction with the particle
spread and the highest probability particle becomes the most forward particle along the center
axis of the particle spread. In the third image set, the re-weighting step aligns the highest
probabilities in the direction of the edge trace and prevents a potential left turn and back tracking
step of the tracer. In addition, it can be seen in the second image set that the gradient area which
caused the particle filter trace to backtrack in Figure 3-14 did not cause this new tracing method
to backtrack.

4.3.4 New tracing solution: Determining the next track point and track angle
Once the measurement step is completed and the particles are re-weighted according to
their position in the spread, the particle with the highest probability value is taken as the next
track point. If multiple particles have the same probability value then the dot product of the
vector between the previous two track points and the potential new track points are taken to
ensure that the particle spread moves to the furthest particle point of high probability.
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The first unit vector calculation shown in equation 4-13 is the vector between the last
track point and the current track point, while the second unit vector shown in equation 4-14 is the
vector from the current track point to each particle of equal highest probability represented by ii.
X(ii) denotes the particle location of particles with the equal highest probabilities. The particle
with the highest value dot product between vec1 and vec2 is chosen as the next track point since
this particle is the farthest away from the previous track point. If the dot product is equal to 0,
then it is known that the particle is at a perpendicular to the vector between previous track points,
and the simple length of the vector from the current track point to the particle position is taken
instead of the dot product. The angle of the new particle spread is determined by comparing the
last track location to the new track location.
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θ

Rows
Δcol
Δrow

Figure 4-33. Example of angle determination along edge gradient

The image in Figure 4-33 displays particles moving to a new track location after taking
measurements and applying the rotation matrix shown in equation 4-13 with the angle determined
in equation 4-20. The change in rows occurs along the vertical axis of the image and since the
image origin is at the top left corner as shown in Figure 4-29, the row change is given a negative
sign so that the angle references 0 degrees as the direction pointing upwards. If either Δcol or
Δrow are equal to 0, then the direction of the sign change of the other entity determines the angle
as shown in equation 4-21.
One more important feature of this tracing method was added which prevents the track
from tracing back over previous edge points. Once an initial particle spread is determined the
intensity value of each column in the particle spread is measured. Since a good seed point will
reside on the brain map gradient, one column should initially have a higher intensity than the
column on the weaker gradient side. At every step of the track procedure, it is ensured that the
same column will maintain a higher intensity. This allows the tracking algorithm to move
forward continuously along the same edge until it theoretically tracks back to the original seed
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point. If the calculated edge angle results in a change of column intensity, then 180◦ is subtracted
from the edge angle and the track moves in the opposite direction.

4.3.5 Summary of alternative edge tracing method
The final tracking algorithm combines all the previously mentioned parts and repeats the
process iteratively until a full track has been traced around a closed region. The images in Figure
4-34 provide an example of several steps of this process along with a final traced image slice.
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Figure 4-34. Initial seed point with particles (top left) progressing through alternative tracing method. Final figure
shows complete trace around one slice of an image stack.

This tracking method has a motion model which is coarser than the particle filter method.
Future improvements should include a method for propagating the particle spread a couple pixels
at a time in the direction of the local image gradient. The track point could then be taken as the
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mean location of all the highest probability particles and the particle spread could be reduced to
only a few pixel spaces just large enough to accurately approximate the edge distribution. There
are still challenges with implementing such a tracking solution, especially in areas of the brain
edge where tight turns are required and where several pixel locations give equal probabilities of
being on a gradient. Ultimately, incorporating some type of 3-D or local pixel neighborhood
knowledge into the measurement step might be the only way to increase edge tracing accuracy
and efficacy. In the meantime, a combination of the particle filter tracing method and this coarser
alternative tracing method suffice to properly trace regions of the brain containing tissue and
CSF. The following chapter describes the efforts performed to pull together these two tracing
methods, the automated seed point selection algorithm, and the automated thresholding and pixel
classification algorithm into one useful graphical user interface. This interface is used to quickly
and intuitively trace a stack of CT images, calculate the resulting tissue and CSF volumes, and
display results to the user.
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Chapter 5
Graphical User Interface and Segmentation Process
5.1 GUI Development and Image Segmentation Workflow
One of the primary goals of this project is to produce an intuitive software program
which allows novice users to segment medical images using the features described earlier in this
thesis. A GUI was developed which allows users to quickly load an image stack, set the proper
intensity threshold, and trace the likelihood maps of each slice. Several pre-trace and post-trace
alterations are used on the likelihood maps to increase the accuracy and customizability of the
segmentation. The user is given the option to choose the tracing method and can verify results
immediately after a trace. The goal of GUI development was to offer as automated and intuitive a
process as possible. Ultimately, two GUI’s were developed, one performing the thresholding and
classification step while the other is dedicated to edge tracing. This provided the best
combination of user control as the user has the ability to manually adjust the classification
thresholds if necessary. The following chapter describes the resulting GUI and image
segmentation workflow.

5.1.1 Overall image segmentation GUI workflow
The first GUI presented here is the classification GUI where the intensity histogram
thresholds are verified and the likelihood maps for each slice of the image volume are calculated
prior to entering the edge tracing stage. The overall image processing workflow is shown in
Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. Image segmentation flowchart
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5.1.2 Classification GUI
The classification GUI is shown in Figure 5-2. As shown in Figure 5-1, this GUI loads
images, normalizes them between the bounds of -50 Hu and +100 Hu, fits a histogram and selects
the proper thresholds, allows for user adjustments of the thresholds, and then calculates the
likelihood maps.

Figure 5-2. Screen shot of Classification GUI after loading images

The first step in the process is loading the proper image stack. Images are loaded by
selecting a folder which has an entire Dicom image stack stored in it. Other image formats are
not currently compatible with this GUI. A screenshot of the directory search function is shown in
Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3. Classification GUI during image loading process

Once a directory is chosen, the intensity histogram is formed between -50 and +100 Hu
while all other intensity pixels are ignored. The histogram is fit with a mixed Gaussian model
and the thresholds are selected as described in section 4.1. The likelihood maps are then
calculated as described in the membership functions shown in equations 3-5 and 3-6. The user is
presented with the resulting histogram and thresholds, as well as the middle image stack slice and
the corresponding likelihood maps overlaid. There is an option available in the lower left corner
to switch between slices at one third, one half, and two thirds through the image stack so that the
user can view slices with different proportions of CSF and tissue.
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Figure 5-4. Tissue likelihood maps of one-third slice (left), one-half slice (middle), and two-thirds slice (right)

The user has the option to change any threshold as desired. This is a precautionary step
used in case the histogram fitting algorithm did not provide adequate thresholds. As the user
adjusts these thresholds, the tissue and fluid likelihood maps are updated in real time so that the
effect of the threshold change is clearly visible to the user. The tissue and fluid likelihood maps
displayed are the result of binary thresholding without use of the classification membership
functions. This provides an exaggerated view of the misclassified pixels allowing for the user to
quickly decipher bad threshold positions. The membership functions will incorporate
neighboring pixels and only serve to further improve the selected threshold.

Figure 5-5. Middle threshold adjusted towards left peak. Tissue (green) and fluid (blue) likelihood maps displayed.
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Once the proper thresholds are chosen, the user can select the ‘Confirm Threshold
Selection’ button and the likelihood maps are re-calculated if necessary while the Edge Tracer
GUI is automatically launched.

Likelihood maps calculated before
Edge Tracing GUI opens

User confirms threshold selections
to launch Edge Tracing GUI

Figure 5-6. Classification GUI calculating likelihood maps after confirming thresholds

Once the Edge Tracing GUI is launched, all the required data is passed from the
Classification GUI to the Edge Tracing GUI. This is done through a data structure known as
‘handles’ in Matlab. This data structure is stored to the figure handle when the GUI is open and
operating. In order to pass it to another GUI, the data must be stored to the Matlab Root Object
temporarily and then transferred to the new GUI figure handle once it is opened. The variables
passed between GUI’s include the image intensity data, likelihood maps, thresholds,
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neighborhood mask, color overlays for displaying the likelihood maps, and Dicom info from the
Dicom image stack.

5.2.3 Edge Tracing GUI
Figure 5-1 is slightly misleading in that it appears the majority of the segmentation work
is done in the Classification GUI. In reality, the majority of segmentation time is spent
performing the edge tracing procedure as this works on a slice by slice basis and requires a more
attentive user to make adjustments. The classification step is fully automated and the user
adjustment capability is simply available to ensure segmentation accuracy. The edge tracing
process, on the other hand, is an interactive process requiring guidance from the user. The Edge
Tracing GUI is shown in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-7. Edge Tracing GUI
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In the center of the Edge Tracing GUI, the user is presented with the first slice from the
chosen image stack. The yellow instruction box at the top communicates basic instructions to the
user as the segmentation process progresses. The basic order of operations flows from top left to
bottom left and then from top right to bottom right. The options at the top left of the GUI allow
the user to select whether they want to trace the tissue likelihood map or combined likelihood
map. Tracing only the tissue likelihood map is optimal as it avoids including fluid spaces outside
the brain, but in many hydrocephalic patients the tissue map is too thin to properly trace. This is
demonstrated in Figure 5-8 where the edge trace of just the tissue map allows the trace to cut out
fluid that is actually inside the brain.

Trace only tissue likelihood map

Thin area of tissue

Figure 5-8. Hydrocephalic image slice with very thin tissue layer along skull creating trace difficulty
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Figure 5-9. Faulty trace due to tissue likelihood map being too thin to trace along skull

Therefore, the option exists to trace the combined likelihood map which will include
tissue and fluid. The dropdown selection menu is shown below along with the resulting images
from each respective selection.

Trace combined likelihood map

Large map gradient to trace

Figure 5-10. Hydrocephalic image slice with combined likelihood maps displayed
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Figure 5-11. Good edge trace resulting from use of combined likelihood map

The next set of options asks the user to select a ‘likelihood map option’ which determines
the likelihood map to be viewed and traced. The user can choose not to display a likelihood map
in which case only the slice is displayed, or the user can select to display the regular likelihood
map as formed from the classification membership function without alteration. The other two
options involve displaying the dilated/eroded likelihood map and the final hard segmented map.
The dilated/eroded map option is only available when the user chooses to perform morphological
operations on the likelihood map. This will be discussed in more detail in section 5.2. The final
hard segmented map is only available once the user has selected to calculate the segmented
volume of the image stack. This can be done at any point in the tracing process, but will only
calculate volumes for those slices that have been traced. In order to get a complete volume
calculation every slice must be fully traced.
Once a likelihood map option has been selected, the user can now choose which tracing
method to employ. The default tracing method is the particle filter method described in section
3.2. The alternative method described in section 4.3 is also available in case the particle filter
method fails to complete a satisfactory trace. After confirming the desired tracing method, the
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user can begin a new edge trace by clicking the ‘Start New Trace’ button. A cross hair selection
tool then allows the user to choose a seed point along the brain edge.

Seed point selection tool

Figure 5-12. Example of seed point selection in Edge Tracing GUI

The tracing method forms a closed region mask around the traced area and displays this
result to the user. If a trace fails, the ‘Remove last trace’ button can be pressed to remove the last
trace and any mask associated with it. A second ‘Clear slice’ option allows the user to clear all
traces from an image. More than one edge trace might be required to include all the brain tissue
on a slice, in which case the ‘Remove last trace’ option is useful in allowing the removal of one
trace without completely clearing the slice. Once an edge trace is completed, the user can select
‘Next slice’ to progress to the next slice in the image stack. A counter above the image slice
displays the current slice number and the remaining number of slices in the stack. The user can
progress through the image stack using the ‘Next slice’ and ‘Previous slice’ buttons at will. After
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performing a trace, the user can go back and re-check the trace for accuracy and clear the slice to
make a new trace if desired. Once the tracing procedure has progressed towards the middle of the
brain, the automatic seed point selection algorithm is useful in reducing segmentation time.
Toggling this button to ‘On’ followed by selecting the ‘Start new trace button’ allows for the seed
point selection algorithm described in section 4.2 to automatically choose the next seed point.
This algorithm will run until it fails to select a good seed point or the end of the image stack is
reached.
There is a manual tracing option available in addition to the automated options. The
manual option can be used to trace difficult portions of tissue or remove traced areas that might
not be included as brain tissue. The user simply clicks the manual option, then proceeds to click
around the area to be traced/removed. Once a closed region is formed, the user is instructed to
right-click and select ‘Create mask’. Figure 5-13 displays the addition of a traced mask to a
difficult tracing area, while Figure 5-14 displays the removal of a traced area via the manual mask
operation. These manual operations allow the user to ensure a more accurate trace than can be
accomplished through the automatic tracing methods alone.
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Figure 5-13. Adding a manual mask from segmentation GUI in Edge Tracing GUI

Removes piece of traced
mask that isn’t brain

Figure 5-14. Subtracting manual mask from segmentation trace in Edge Tracing GUI
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After an image slice has been fully traced, there are several viewing options available to
the user in a dropdown menu labeled ‘View traced mask options’. These options include viewing
the total segmented region, the segmented area classified as tissue and the segmented area
classified as fluid. In addition, the user can select no mask if they want to simply view the image
slice. The likelihood map option must be set to ‘Don’t display likelihood map’ if only the traced
mask is to be displayed. Otherwise, the selected likelihood map will also be displayed with the
traced mask. The traced mask appears as a translucent white and the various viewing options are
display in Figure 5-15.

Figure 5-15. Traced mask viewing options in Edge Tracing GUI

Once all the image slices have been traced, the user can quickly obtain the volume results
by selecting the ‘Calculate volumes’ button. This turns the soft segmentation into a hard
segmentation by assigning each pixel to its corresponding highest membership value and then
using a set of morphological operations to remove any possible misclassified pixels. This is
described in better detail in section 5.3. The hard segmented map with volume calculations is
shown in Figure 5-16.
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Volume calculation results

Figure 5-16. Final hard segmentation with volume calculation results displayed

Once volumes are calculated, the user needs to save the results in a specified directory
before closing the GUI. If the GUI is closed before saving results then all segmentation data will
be lost. A future version of the GUI is under development which automatically saves
segmentation data as the segmentation progresses, but this was not completed at the time of
writing this thesis. A new folder can be created for the data, and the folder directory is chosen
through a dialog box as shown below in Figure 5-17. The GUI saves the threshold values, the
tracing covariance values, number of particles used in trace algorithm, min and max tissue values
used in the tracing feature vector, and the seedpoint location for each slice to a Matlab file named
‘params.mat’. The likelihood maps, image stack, Dicom information, volume calculations, and
final traced masks are saved to a Matlab file named ‘data_set.mat’. The volume calculation
results and classification thresholds are also saved in easily readable form to a text file named
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‘Results.txt’. Other GUI’s have been developed and are currently in development which allow
for easy viewing of segmentation results, but these are not discussed in this thesis.

Figure 5-17. Saving segmentation results in Edge Tracing GUI

5.2 User Adjustment Capabilities
The user adjustment capabilities of the Classification GUI were described in the last
section. The only alterations available in this step are the user threshold adjustments. The Edge
Tracing GUI involves a more complex process and as such includes several different user
adjustment capabilities. In addition to switching likelihood maps, tracing methods, and manual
mask alterations, the Edge Tracing GUI allows for alteration of the likelihood maps before
running an edge trace. The user can choose between morphologically dilating and eroding the
likelihood map prior to edge tracing in order to better fit the likelihood map to the image slice
being viewed. This requires an expert user who can identify precisely where the edge tracer
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should trace. These alterations are especially useful on slices close to the brain stem when parts
of the brain tissue are connected areas of other tissue leading into the eye socket and nasal
cavities. In these situations, the edge tracer has a tendency to track into the eye socket or nasal
cavity. Some early slices include pieces of muscle and other tissue that are not brain. The
connection between the brain tissue and these other tissues needs to be broken in order to produce
a successful brain tissue trace. An example of this scenario is shown in Figure 5-18.

Figure 5-18. Example of tissue map connected to eye socket
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Area should not be considered brain tissue

Figure 5-19. Faulty trace caused by tissue likelihood map connecting to eye socket region

The problem displayed in Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 can be solved through a
morphological erosion followed by dilation procedure. This is essentially a morphological
opening procedure, where erosion is followed by dilation, as opposed to a closing procedure
where dilation is followed by erosion. In opening and closing procedures, the mask is the same
size and shape for both steps. Here, the masks are adjustable allowing for the customizable
results. The mask shape used is a diamond mask, as is used for the classification neighborhood
mask displayed in equation 3-4. The radius of the diamond mask is displayed to the user and is
adjustable from 1 to a maximum of 7. A 5x5 neighborhood diamond mask results from a radius
of 2, while a 9x9 neighborhood mask results from a radius of 4. For the image shown in Figure
5-18 and Figure 5-19, an opening procedure with mask radiuses of 4 breaks the tissue map
connection to the eye socket so that the trace produces acceptable results.
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Morphological operation adjustments

Before erosion/dilation

After erosion/dilation

Figure 5-20. Likelihood map after performing erosion/dilation operation with diamond mask of radius 4

The difference between the likelihood map before and after the erosion/dilation step in
Figure 5-20 is minute and only visible to a trained user. The effect on the edge trace is large
though, as demonstrated in Figure 5-21.
Trace avoids eye socket

Can remove with manual mask

Figure 5-21. Edge trace after running morphological erosion/dilation procedure with diamond mask of radius 4
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The erosion and dilation options can be used in any combination desired by the user, and
the results are accepted according to the user’s discretion. This feature is only recommended for
expert users who are familiar with basic brain anatomy and the segmentation process. In the right
hands, this is a useful feature allowing for more accurate image segmentations.

5.3 Volume Calculations and Post-Segmentation Alterations
After a trace is completed, the region enclosed by the trace becomes a binary mask.
Inside the region, all pixels are given a value of 1, while outside the region, all pixels are given a
value of 0. The traced area is represented by a white mask overlaid on the image slice so that the
user knows which pixels will be included in the volume calculations. The binary mask image is
multiplied by each respective likelihood map so that all pixels in the likelihood map outside of the
mask area are given a value of 0. Each pixel within the traced mask has a tissue likelihood value
and a fluid likelihood value. These values are determined by the classification membership
function displayed in equations 3-5 and 3-6, and represent the ratio of pixels in the 13 member
neighborhood between each intensity threshold. To convert these values into a hard
segmentation, the highest probability value for each pixel. Essentially, this means that if there are
more pixels between the tissue thresholds in the 13 pixel neighborhood then the pixel is classified
as tissue and vice versa for fluid.
(
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If the likelihood values are equal, then the pixel is considered both tissue and fluid. This
is highly unlikely as there are an odd number of neighborhood pixels and any region with highly
mixed pixel classes occurs at the border of tissue and CSF where all neighborhood pixel values
will fall between the lower and upper intensity values.
Once the hard segmentation has occurred, a morphological opening procedure is
performed on the resulting fluid mask and a closing procedure is performed on the tissue mask. It
is common for some smaller areas of fluid to be classified in the tissue areas due mainly to image
noise and the simplicity of the membership function. To account for this, the opening procedure
of the fluid mask erodes the smaller areas of fluid and then dilates the remaining areas to return to
their original size. The tissue map closing procedure dilates the tissue area to fill in the holes
created by the faulty fluid spaces and then erodes the resulting tissue mask to return it to its initial
size. The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 5-22.

(5-3)

(
(

)
)

(5-4)

(5-5)
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Figure 5-22. Final hard segmented likelihood maps before morphological operations (left) and after (right).

Once a final hard segmentation has been performed and the masks have gone through the
morphological operations, the final volumes can be calculated. Since the dimensions of each
pixel are known as well as the distance between image slices, this calculation is very simple. The
sum of tissue pixels and fluid pixels are taken and multiplied by the voxel dimensions stored in
the Dicom image data.
(5-6)
(

(

)

)

(5-7)

(5-8)

The final value is converted to cubic centimeters since this is a widely used measure of
brain volume. The results are displayed in the Edge Tracing GUI as mentioned in the last section.
As of this date, the morphological operations performed on the final volume masks have not been
well validated. The size and shape of the structural element mask shown in equation 5-3 was
determined through experimentation with several image stacks, but this might not be the best size
and shape mask for every image stack. Validation is difficult with CT images as there is no way
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to create a synthetic image. Since the proper mask size and shape for these steps has not been
validated, a separate GUI is being created to alter the hard volume segmentation if necessary after
the procedure. The user can load the volume mask results from the ‘data_set.mat’ file saved after
the segmentation procedure. The type and size of morphological mask can be chosen and the
user can alter the final masks to best fit the image. The final hard segmentation adjustment GUI
has not been completed at the time of writing this thesis, but will be a useful tool for checking
past segmentations and providing the user with another method of ensuring a more accurate
segmentation. Validating and automating the final hard segmentation mask adjustment procedure
to provide the best fit for each image is a subject of future research.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary of project accomplishments
The work in this project has resulted in a useful image segmentation tool for brain CT
images. Improvements to a previous particle filter based edge tracing method were implemented.
These include an automatic threshold classification algorithm, an automated seed point selection
algorithm, an alternative edge tracing method, and a GUI which can be easily used by a clinician.
Results of the segmentation are overlaid onto each image slice so that the user can verify
segmentation accuracy. Once acceptable segmentation results have been obtained, they are saved
to text and Matlab files for future access. Several user adjustment capabilities are added to the
GUI, including the ability to adjust classification thresholds, choose tracing method, choose
likelihood map to trace, and alter likelihood maps as desired via morphological operations. A full
volume image segmentation can be performed in under five minutes by a trained user. The main
result of the segmentation is a calculation of CSF and brain tissue volumes.
The segmentation GUI is currently being used to evaluate CT images of infants with
hydrocephalus as part of an NIH phase III clinical trial. This trial is being conducted at the
CURE hospital in Mbale, Uganda. The neurocognitive outcome and quantitative volumetric
measurements of infants undergoing two different surgical procedures will be used to assess the
clinical success of a new procedure. The quantitative volumetric measurements are performed
using the methods described in this thesis. Currently, 19 patients have entered the study and been
evaluated with the segmentation GUI. The results of these pre-surgery measurements will be
compared to post-surgical measurements at 6 month and 12 month intervals. Once the research
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study is complete, this segmentation work will be passed on to clinicians at the CURE hospital
for their continued use in assessing patients.

6.2 Future work and improvements
There is still room for future work with this segmentation algorithm. First and foremost,
further validation of the algorithm is needed. This will be conducted by modifying the current
program to work with MR images so that the algorithm can be used on synthetic MR images.
This will help determine the proper size and shape masks to use in the post-segmentation opening
and closing procedures. In addition, it will be useful to validate the effectiveness of using full
volume thresholds versus using slice by slice thresholds. A local thresholding algorithm
involving slice by slice thresholding should be developed, although this will be difficult for slices
towards the brain stem and apex of the brain as there is not a good representation of fluid in these
slices. An interesting method of using the local neighborhood of mixed distribution pixels on the
boundary of a ventricle to estimate the threshold between CSF and brain tissue has been
performed by Volkau, et. al. [51], and warrants further investigation. Improved thresholding
could greatly increase the segmentation accuracy of this program, especially on noisy image
stacks. In addition, future research should focus on improving the classification membership
function. It could be that a different mask shape or size is optimal for this function, or a
completely different membership function might necessary to increase segmentation accuracy.
Other membership functions should be compared to the current one.
The alternative tracing method can also be improved, mainly in the propogation step.
Further work should be done to improve the motion model of the alternative tracing method so
that it doesn’t skip such large regions of pixels. One simple way to do this would be to take a
step of one pixel magnitude in the direction of the highest probability particle after the
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measurement and re-weighting steps. Other tracing work should focus on the size of the particle
spread and the values of the post-measurement weights. Several sets of weighted values were
attempted before arriving on the current set, but further experimentation is probably necessary to
arrive at the best spread of weighted particle values. There is likely no best set of weighted
values for all circumstances encountered during a particle trace. Information from pixels on the
surrounding slices could be used to inform the weight values for the current slice. An adaptive
weighting of the particles based on information from surrounding image slices might allow for a
more reliable edge trace with fewer faulty traces.
The seed point selection algorithm can be improved as well. The most obvious
improvement would be to add a row searching capability to the algorithm so that the seed point
search is not limited to one dimension. In addition, multiple seed points could be attempted on
each slice instead of just one, so that if one fails another one might provide a good trace. More
work is required to provide automated seed point selection on image slices near the brain stem.
Multiple seed points are needed on these slices and there is currently no automated method for
performing this step.
An automated catch for faulty edge traces could be added to the current segmentation
GUI which would automatically attempt the alternative tracing method if the particle based
method fails. This, in combination with automatically attempting multiple seed points on the
same slice could reduce the number of faulty traces and the overall user interaction required to
perform fully segment an image stack.
After implementing the improvements suggested here, the next logical advancement is to
create a fully three dimensional segmentation process possibly based on the particle filter tracing
method. The biggest difficulty with this is the large spatial resolution between image slices in
infant CT scans. A method of estimating the data between image slices would need to be used in
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order to trace a three dimensional brain edge, especially with the 5mm spacing that is common
with infant CT scans.
In conclusion, this project has provided a useful segmentation tool for easily calculating
the CSF and brain tissue volumes of CT image stacks. Going forward, this work will be
translated for use with other imaging modalities, such as MRI. The framework has been laid for
further improvements to be made to this unique image segmentation process. While the problem
of medical image segmentation will not be fully solved in the foreseeable future, this work
provides a useful addition to current segmentation techniques, especially as applied to CT images
of the brain.
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